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Curriculum Committee Proposes Calendars
by Maureen Healy
Next year's calendar is current-
ly under consideration by the
Curriculum Committee. The three
options are detailed in the attached
chart.
Calendar (A) for next year was
approved by the Curriculum Com-
mittee last fall. However, versions
(B) and (C) have recently been
proposed.
Calendar (B) has the advantage
of beginning later, but exams are
scheduled closer to Christmas.
Calendars (A) and (C) have both
two reading days and a weekend
between the end of classes and
exams whereas calendar (B) in-
cludes only a two day reading
period. Calendar (C) has the
advantage of a 5 day open period
and 12 (instead of 11) "unbroken"
weeks to accommodate lab
sequences better.
There is a possibility that the
calendar which is now approved,
(A), will be changed. Therefore,
the Curriculum Committee would
appreciate student input. Please
contact your student representa-
tives: Susan Tananbaum (Box 364),
Peter Crosby (Box 706), Steve
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David Lee. director of student
services, and Ken Feinswog. chair-
man of Mather Board of Governors
(MBOG), responded in separate
interviews.to charges that MBOG
operations have been inefficient
and ineffective.
According to. Ken Feinswog,
chairman of MBOG, "I think we've
trated, and then want to quit," he
events we have planned. The board
has its problems." Feinswog con-
ceded, "but most of our problems
arc a result of a lack of student
support, inadequate funding, and
a lack of available facilities."
David Lee, director of student
services, agreed with Feinswog,
"The biggest problem that the
board has is that students on this
campus want planned events
handed to them on a silver platter,
and they're not willing to work for
them." Lcc cited a short-handed
staff as the major cause of MBOG's
difficulties.
MBOG, which is presently
comprised of 20 members, needs at
'cast 30 people in order to run all
campus events efficiently, Feins-
wog said. "With 30 people willing
to put in a lot of time, the dis-
tribution of work would be spread
°ut," Feinswog said, "but right
now there's just too much work for
too few people." Feinswog cited
board members' irresponsibility as
another major factor in reducing
'he efficiency of MBOG. "Right
now there are about 10 really active
members out of 20 on the board,"
Feinswog said. "These people get
overloaded with work, get frus-
trated, and then want to quit."
Leeconcured, "When you need
30 people, you have only 10. The
Student Government Association
c°mes down on MBOG when the
real problem is that they're so
short-handed. People have no idea
how much time is involved in
planning events." Lee said. "For
ĵ Je Nils Lofgren concert alone,.
MBOG worked approximately
150-200 man hours." he said.
Everyone wants to choose an
event, but no one is around when
" s time to really work on it ," he
added.
Lee also mentioned that the
MBOG board niembers'Mack
enough administrative experience
to do a perfect job." However, this
is to be expected, Lee said, since
there is four year turnover here,
B>' the time a board member has
the necessary experience to be a
truly valuable asset, he graduates,
Lee said.
MBOG "is a subcommittee of
SGA which is to provide a
well-rounded schedule of pro-
grammed events to meet the
diversified needs of students on
campus. There should be some-
thing for every member, of the
Trinity community including facul-
ty and students," Lee said.
"They're not coming close to
this," Lee said, "but they do
provide a variety of entertainment
and expose people to a number of
different learning experiences."
Also, Lee pointed out that the in-
dividual board members "learn
a great deal from handling money,
delegating responsibility, working
with people, and dealing with
social criticism."
Feinswog pointed to the recent
successes of MBOG. "The Nils
Lofgren concert was the first
scll-put at Trinity in 2 or 3 years,"
Feinswog said. "Over 300 students
and 300 outsiders attended the
concert. It was one of the most
successful events that we have
had," he added. "We were
budgeted to lose about S2500 and
we lost less than $1000, so we
have a $1500 excess in our budget
now after the concert."
"The Eldridge Cleaver lecture
is the first major lecture that we
have had in 3 years," Feinswog
continued. "Over S00 people at-
tended; it was extremely popular,"
he said. Feinswog also pointed to
the success of the Halloween dance
which drew 778 people and of
Casino night which drew over 500
people. The midnight movie festi-
val, which featured four nights of
movies including horror, comedy,
cartoons, and Bogart, was packed
every night, Feinswog said.
However, MBOG has had its
problems, Lee admitted. "There
were quite a few difficulties with
the Halloween dance from an
organizational standpoint," Lee
said. "Fifty dollars worth of
windows were broken, and there
was $185 worth of janitoral
overtime after the dance." "It is
MBOG's responsibility to control
what happens at an event, but
realistically, this is not always
possible," Lee said. " Part of the
blame lies with Buildings and
Grounds," Lee continued, "for
they were asked to provide extra
ash cans to help avoid a mess, and
they didn't." Also, one janitor
faced with the post-party clean-up
quit without working at all, Lee
said.
Feinswog said he felt part of the
responsibility for the broken win-
dows lay with the Master Calen-
dar's office "who we contracted
with in order to hold the dance in
the Washington Room. In the past,
they have been responsible of
obtaining two security guards,"
Feinswog said, "but this time they
never appeared."
There were problems with the
print sale as well, Lee pointed out.
"The room wasn't reserved, no one
met the salesmen, and no forms
had been filled out authorizing the
sale of prints on campus," he said.
"Mistakes do happen," Feinswog
said referring to the room reserva-
tion. "We were never made aware
of the authorization forms," Feins-
wog added. "But the important
thing is that the school made $120
on the print sale," Feinswog said.
"Whether people realize it or not,
the reason people chose to be on
the board is because they wanted to
do a good job," Lee said. "The
problem is that many people on the
board are involved in many differ-
ent groups on campus. Their time
is spread too thin and they cannot
do their best job for each organiza-
tion," Lee said. Lee encouraged
more student involvement as a
solution for the alleviation of this
problem. •
Lack of adequate funding re-
stricts MBOG as well. "Our
$23,000 budget is definitely limit-
ing," Feinswog said, "considering
we are planning events for 100% of
the campus." Lee agreed and said
that SGA expects.MBOG to plan a
wide array of events but does not
give them sufficient funds to do so.
"Another thing which hinders
us is lack of facilities," Feinswog
continued. "Austin Arts only seats
300 people, so it would be
impossible to bring a major play
here even if we wanted to ," he
said. "Also, it is extremely difficult
to get the theater at all. There is
only one,day in all of November
that is available to us ," he said.
v However, despite these prob-
lems, Feinswog said he was
"generally pleased with how things
have gone so far." "We have a
diverse program coming up to
please as many people as possible.
We anticipate a good semester."
he added.,
cont. on page 4' :
Pholo by Rich Sager
The Marching Kazoo Band performs their annual concert during
half-time at the Homecoming Weekend Trinity-Amherst game.
Photo Club Receives Funds
by Alan Levine
In an uncharacteristically short
meeting, the Budget Committee
centered its discussion on a request
by the Photography Club last week.
In the absence of chairman Jeff
Meltzer, Jane Beddall chaired the
meeting and directed the discus-
sion among the ten committee
members present. Beddall an-
nounced that the Nils Lofgren
concert and Halloween dance; both
sponsored by the Mather Board of
Governors, were great successes.
Rich Levan withdrew his
motion to reallocate $400 in the
budget of the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks (TCB). He said that he was
recommending this course of action
because no members of the • TCB
showed up at a subcommittee's
meeting to discuss the matter. TCB :
had wanted to take $400 out of the
section of their budget designated
for political activities and spend it
on a trip to a Broadway show.
In the only major discussion of
the meeting, Bob Becherer, repre-
senting the Photography Club,
asked for $77 to'purchase a .new
enlarger lens. The lens on one of
the club's two enlargers was stolen
either late last year or during this
past summer. Up until now, the
club had been doing without one
darkroom, but the! demand for the
darkrooms has increased and they
feel it is necessary to have both
Levan pointed out that the
Photography Club has never re-
ported the theft to the committee.
When Joan Berger made a motion
to allocate $77 from the commit-
tee's contingency fund, Levan
suggested that the theft should
first be investigated further as well
as ways of preventing future thefts.
After more discussion, the motion
passed with only Levan voting
against it. Nevertheless, the mem-
bers of the committee made it clear
to Becherer that they wanted him
to find out about possible future
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"There are shockingly few
nonconformists at this school." So
said one student in response to a
questionnaire analyzing the degree
to which the high number of
students fiom preparatory schools
has influenced the social atmos-
phere at Trinity,
An overwhelming majority
(90%) of students polled said they,
•felt that a "prep image," reflected
in students' appearance and man-
nerism, prevails here. One student
stated..."I feel compelled to wear
topsiders, crew-neck sweaters, La
coste shirts, arid tell people I ski in '•<•
Aspen..."
Students were divided, how-
ever, on whether they felt marked
peer pressure to conform'to.this
image, 35% of those who had
attended public shcools, felt that
such pressure existed as opposed
to 45% of students from private
schools. Not all of those surveyed
viewed this image in negative
terms, even though most felt that it
is indeed a pervasive phenomenon
here. One student said "the prep,
image is good." Another stated
that the "prep school atmosphere"
here was important in terms of its
effect on social activities, especial-
ly those revolving around fra-
ternities.
Many students emphasized that
a person's secondary school will
not necessarily determine his pat-
tern of behavior at Trinity. To some
students a "prep" connotes an
attitude or a state of mind rather
than a superficial preoccupation
with how one ought to dress.
This "attitude" is difficult to
define.: "Prep" and "peer pres-
sure" are loaded, words; they, are
i'kely to mean different things to
different people. "Clique" is yet
another word which raises eye-
iirows. A vast majority of students
polled (91%) seem to feel that the
social environment here at Trinity
consists of cliques. A slightly
smaller percentage (80%) felt that
a student's secondary education
plays a role in the formation of
these cliques. One student stated
that cliques are simply "the most
convenient way for students to
relate.", Students from indepen-
dent schools may gravitate towards
one another because of "similar
tastes or perspectives" and that
"this may help to promote some
separation."
A few students perceived
"preppies" as insular and ex-
clusive groups, perhaps possessing
an exalted view of themselves. One
student wrote, "As a whole I find
preppies obnoxious—especially
when they advertise it with uni-
forms and .signs on their • door
saying 'Deerfield Inn.'"
Another student saw a deeper
psychological foundation for this
superiority complex. The so-called
"prep-cliques" are not a "normal
expression of students socializing
because they happen to feel
comfortable together. Rather they
involve a frantic search for valida-
tion of self-worth through feelings
of superiority which are artificially
acquired through conformity to the
wealthy way of dressing..."
• The comments of the students
who felt that Trinity did indeed
possess a prep school atmosphere
were borne out by the most
revealing statistic in the poll. Of
the students who responded, 52%
attended public school and 48%
were from private shcools, roughly
reflecting the overall composition
of the student body at Trinity. At
least 50% of those polled, however,
felt that there were more students
from private schools here. Only"
15% said that there were more
students from public schools at
-Trinity. •-
''•• The very fact: that' so many
students see Trinity as having a
majority of students from private
school backgrounds is bound to.
influence student attitudes., Al-
though very few students (14%)
felt that any real hostility existed
between the two groups, several
felt a latent friction present. One
student summed up the relation-
ship between public school and
private school students in the
following manner..."There is an
undercurrent of antagonism here
which never really manifests itself
openly..."
"The Admissions Office must
be held to a commitment to
diversity of student body,'' claimed
one student, in response to the
Tripod questionnaire. However, as
Larry Dow of the Admissions Office
explained, Trinity has no policy or
quota regulating the number of
private or public school students
accepted. Of the applicant pool for
. the Class of 1978, he explained,
45.1% were private school stu-
dents, 54.9% public school stu-
dents, 53.9% public school stu-
dents. The Admissions Office, he
added, loses control in the middle
of the process; it has no say in
which of the accepted students
decides to attend.
Although a large number of
students polled by the Tripod
believe that there is a higher
number of private school students
than public school students at
Trinity, the Admissions Office
figures, although close, prove the
contrary. The Class of 1977 has the
largest public school contingent,
with 61.9% of the class coming
from public secondary schools. Of
the Class of 1978, on the other
hand, only 53.9% of the student
body are former public school
students.
Compared with other liberal
arts colleges of its kind, Dow said,
Trinity's ratio of public school
students to private school students
is "roughly the same, perhaps a
few percentage points different."
When asked whv Trinity's
applicant pool tends to be com-
prised of such a high number of
private school students, he ex-
plained that it basically comes
down to ability to pay. "It is a
Munchie Night at Mather...Can you spot the BMW driver?
fact," he said, "that most of the
people in the U.S. just cannot
afford to go to a place like Trinity.
You'd have 75% on financial aid
and the school cannot afford it."
David Winer, dean of students,
agreed that there is "tremendous
homogeneity" among the student
body at Trinity. With the exception
of a few geographic pockets
throughout the country, he added,
most Trinity students come from
the northeast, He, too, mentioned
that cost plays a major role in
limiting the student body to the
segment of the population with
ability to pay. Winer said that he
was "dissatisfied" with the "hom-
ogeneity, the sameness of views
that exists on campus" and that
"students miss some thing by not
broadening their outlook."
As to the existence of cliques,
he noted the "existence of non-in-
teracting exclusive groups on cam-
pus," but added that Trinity "is no
different there from other schools,
though a few of the cliques may
tend to develop along public or
private school lines." Winer did
mention that attitudes are more
varied than they have been at times
in the past, and that the attitude
would improve as students become
more aware of larger issues.
Randy Lee, associate college
counselor, said that he felt that
divisions between those who went
to private or public school "are
dissolved within the first few weeks
of freshman year; it is not a line on
which it breaks down." However,
he added, there is most definitely a
"prep" image "among both public
and private school students, and,
as with any image, there is
pressure to conform in order to feel
accepted,"
Asked if the prep image is a
healthy one, he answered that
"any image which conveys a rigid
sense of the way people ought to
behave is inherently less growth
producing. It makes it more
difficult for people to express
themselves."
Lee agreed that there is "a lack
of diversity at Trinity." He added,
"there is more conformity at
Trinity than five years ago."
During the late sixties, Lee said,
although there was some conform-
ity to a different kind of image,
there was, in general, a greater
tolerance of different viewpoints
and lifestyles. "Fifteen years
ago," he said, "there were eleven
different social structures on cam-
pus, the fraternities, although not
necessarily better, were a fairly
homogenous group in themselves,
but the student body, as a whole,
was more diverse."
He agreed with Winer, that
diversity at Trinity must come as
students open themselves up and
direct their awareness to some
other sphere than the social one.
He added, "we, as a faculty, while
in favor of diversity, fail to convey a
feeling of support for it."
President Theodore Lockwood
asserted that the composition of the
student body is not diverse "to the
degree we would like." Trinity is
not unique in its homogeneity,
Lockwood emphasized. It is a
"common complaint", he said, of
colleges like Bowdoin and Amherst
that diversity in the student body
had "shrivelled in higher priced
institutions".
Student diversity touches upon
an even larger question of socioeco-
nomics: Lockwood laid stress upon
the fact that the families of public
school students from lower income
groups do not have sufficient
resources to afford Trinity. Beyond
the purely financial factor, howev-
er, Lockwood gave several reasons
for the large student enrollment
from independent secondary
schools.
First of all, he said, the function
of the "preparatory schools" is
exactly that—to prepare students
photo by Jeff Scibert
Peter Bielak wins the biggest pig-out of them all!
for higher education. Public high
schools, on the other hand, cannot
concentrate on preparing students
for college to the exclusion of
vocational opportunities. Prep
schools are smaller, more open to
visitation by admissions, and apt to
have a constant "feed-in" of infor-
mation with regard to small, liberal
arts colleges in the Northeast.
Very often students from prep
schools have relatives who have
attended colleges like Trinity, and
this also accounts for the high level
of student application from inde-
pendent schools.
There are definite social and
academic manifestations of the
high quantity of prep school
students in Trinity's student body.
Lockwood said that students from
prep schools in general come better
prepared to work and study, if only
because their high school environ-
ment is closer to Trinity's.
The President stated that al-
though nationwide studies have
shown that students from prep
schools do better academically in
the first two years statistics have
demonstrated that in the long run
students from public high schools
tend to do better. Socially Lock-
wood admitted the propensity of
large numbers of prep school
students to "cluster, i.e., gather
together through social contacts
established in their respective
schools. *
These students may have an
easier time adapting initially to
Trinity precisely because of these
contacts the President said, but he
also mentioned that these contacts,
reinforced in the students' fresh-
man year, can lead to an inability to
relate toothers.
Although Loekwood acknow-
ledged that groups were the
predominant social phenomenon at
Trinity, he stated that peer pres-
sure to conform to these groups
was no! necessarily a function of
where an individual went to
school—each generation has had
its own need for conformity. Peer
pressure, Lockwood also indicated,
may work as a "peer protection
sys tem" in which particular
groups—especially true in sports—
felt a need to defend themselves
and therefore reinforce their identi-
ty as a group. President Lockwood
stressed that in the last analysis the
actual social patterns at Trinity are
less significant than prevailing
student attitudes about them: "it
may not make much difference
whether they (cliques) actually
occur if people think they occur..."
COPUS Comes to Trinity
by Mimi Baron
A group of students at Trinity
are organizing a chapter of the
Coalition of Independent College
and University Students (COPUS),
a student lobby and research group
organized by and for students who
attend independent institutions of
higher education. There are 45
COPUS campus chapters through-
out the country, including branches
at Wesleyan, Yale, the University
of Hartford, and a national office in
Washington. D..C.
COPUS is an organization con-
fronting the specific problems
faced by students of private
institutions with special regard to
the financing of education. It deals
with the dual problem of rising
tuition and fees and inadequate
financial aid. COPUS seeks to aid
the student by directing federal and
state financial aid programs toward
the goal of providing access and
choice for all students to attend the
institution of their choice.
Charles B. Saunders, Jr., direc-
tor of Governmental Relations for
the American Council on Educa-
tion, has written, "I think COPUS'
has made a real difference in town
(Washington, D.C.) since last fall. I
have been impressed by the quality
of your work and the diligence of
your efforts to obtain better
recognition of the financial needs
and problems of students in private
colleges."
COPUS will sponsor its first
event this year on Thursday, Nov.
11, at 8 p,m. John Taylor and Tina
Dow, the Director and Assistant
Director of Financial Aid at Trinity,
will discuss "Financial Aid...How
It Works and Prospects for the
Future" in Austin Arts, room 320.
This year, Trinity COPUS will
be working with COPUS chapters
at Wesleyan, Yale, and the Univer-
sity of Hartford at the state capital
in efforts to bring more state aid to
the schools. Other projects will
include an examination of Trinity's
financial aid and tenure policies.
Anyone interested in joining the
group or who has other ideas for
COPUS activities is, asked to
contact Mimi Baron, 246-4226, or
Marc Blumenthal, 249-2006.
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Thomas E. Cronin, a renowned
political scientist, writer and a
member of the department of
politics at Brandeis University,
addressed Professor Clyde Mc-
Kee's American National Govern-
ment class, Thursday, November 4,
on the significance of the 1976
presidential election and the role of
the "liberal" in America.
A man of "extensive back-
ground in all levels of govern-
ment," according to McKee, Cron-
in served as a White House Fellow
| and an assistant in domestic policy
at the White House in the
mid-1960's. He has also worked on
the staffs of a governor, a U.S.
senator and has served on several
national advisory boards. Cronin
has not only taught at- various
universities and lectured nation-
wide and in Europe, but he has also
written several books, including
the much acclaimed The State of
the Presidency.
As Cronin began to assess the
election results, he said that this
election brought two big surprises:
first, that Jimmy Carter has
become the next president of the
United States, and second, that
President Ford did so well.
Cronin termed Carter's victory
a surprise in view of the obstacles
he had tosurpass before achieving
his goa). Mainly, Carter, who was
essentially unknown in national
politics just two years ago, began
his campaign for president as an
outsider ' compelled to break
through the circle of nationally
established candidates in Washing-
ion D.C. In this position, Carter
Faced the necessity of unusually
hard compaigning for two years
before the twentv-two primaries
that he entered. According to
Cronin, Carter is a man of
"amazing guts and a lot of drive."
The degree of Ford's success,
in Cronin's view, was mainly a re-
sult of a strong media campaign
and the outcome of the debates.
Not only did Ford often outwit
Carter in the debates, but he also
managed to reverse the exagger-
ated candidate stereotypes which
had previously hurt his image.
In Cronin's analysis of the
election, he stressed the import-
ance of the party label in this
campaign. As he outlined the basic
factors in voting behavior, party
alliance was given first priority,
followed by issues, then candidate
personality. As electoral votes
remained within party lines, the
election maintained the strength of
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time. Cronin said that the moderate
-political stands of both Ford and
Carter reflect the American pub-
lic's disinclination towards extrem-
ists. He declared, "The only
extreme is the extreme middle."
Cronin continued by noting the
rhythmical pattern of American
politics, whereby the presidency
alternates from a Democrat to a
Republican every eight years.
According to Cronin, "we're prob-
ably in for eight years of
Democrats, for better or for
worse."
Cronin's analysis of Carter's
victory in the election affirmed the
crucial role of the southern vote.
Although Carter is more liberal
than most of the south, he received
its support, but out of pride rather
than idealogy. As Carter's platform
asks for governmental reorganiza-
tion of a massive sort, Cronin
predicted that Carter faces major
battles with Congress, in which the
south may even desert him.
Cronin continued his speech by
shifting to a discussion of the role
of the liberal in American politics.
He defined a liberal as one who
"believes strongly in the near
perfectability of man." According-
ly, liberals conceive of politics as
the "art of bringing about the
desirable." The liberals view gov-
ernment as a positive force and
advocate such issues as federal job
programs and tax reform. Cronin
stressed the idealistic tendency of
liberals as a genetic problem of
"constantly trying to do too much,
too fast." He said that liberals
must learn to pace themselves and
understand that despite the
idealism of reforms, the "critical
/iced in the liberal thrust is to make
government work responsively, ac-
countably and efficiently."
After Cronin's discussion of
liberals in America, one student
raised the question of whether
liberals can implement their propo-
sals for reform within the frame-
work of the American party system.
In response, Cronin said he main-
tained a pessimistic view, citing
that Carter, a liberal, would have a
difficult time as president realizing
his ideals. Cronin concluded that
the "realities of America- are very
conservative."
Thomas Cronin talks Vtth a student following his address on the




Off campus opportunities for
Trinity students, such as working
at a part-time job or studying
abroad, allow Trinity students to
explore their interests first-hand.
The programs offered at Trinity
range from internships in consum-
er protection to student-taught
courses, to an intensive study
program. To make these programs
more readily available, several
administrators and faculty mem-
bers have taken on the job of
helping students pursue their
interests off campus.
(van A. Backer, director of
graduate studies and community
..education is in charge of getting
interested students involved both
in Trinity's extensive internship
program and in community volun-
teer work. In greater Hartford,
students have worked (for no
academic credit) as tutors, teach-
ers' aides, Big Brothers and Big
Sisters. However, only a small
fraction of the student body take
part in this volunteer work, and the
numbers have been dwindling in
recent years. In the TRIPOD
interview, Backer said, "Unfortun-
ately, volunteer work isn't seen as
a thing students should do,"
Backer then said that this apparent
apathy may result from students'
unawareness of the opportunities
open to them.
On the other side of the coin,
the internship program (which
carries one course credit) is thriv-
ing, The internships offered in-
clude environmental education,
equal rights, and health services.
Under a faculty member's super-
vision, a student in the intern
program spends about eight to ten
hours a week (depending on the
specific agency) working.. at the
Unemployed Students Seek Any Job
Ten p.m. University of Minne-
sota: The doors don't even open till
7 a.m. the next morning but
already students are milling about.
A janitor shows them the door but
they sneak back in. Other students
begin gathering outside in the cold,
dark hours before dawn. "I felt like
1 was getting into my car with my
husband in the middle of the night
to go have a baby or something,"
said one student as she joined the
early morning throng. Finally 7
a.m. rolls around, the doors are
unlocked and the students pour in.
Before long, everything is taken.
That was not the scene in front
of a ticket booth but rather the
bizarre spectacle of job-hungry
students arriving at 2:45 a.m. at
•the University's Business school
placement office. The • students
were jockeying for positions for the
chance to sign up for interviews
with prospective employers. These
students don't want tickets, they
want work.
Work. Many, students are ob-
sessed with the idea of work these
days mainly because they can't find
any. Guidance counselors report
many students at wit's end at the
thought of graduation and the
dismal job market that goes with it.
Tales abound of students dashing
off hundreds of resumes only to
receive zilch in retrun. The daily
Nebraskan student newspaper de-
votes an entire issue of its, weekly
magazine to work, wryly placing on
the cover a gem that once sputtered
from the lips of Henry Ford:
"There will never be a system
invented," the earliest model Ford
crowed, "which will do away with
the necessity for work."
.. All this points to the fact that
thousands of former students
armed even with master's degrees
are unplugging sewers for a living,
if they are lucky enough to find
even those jobs.
Things are certainly bad now in
the job market and the future
appears grim at best, once one
wades through the job jabberwocky
spewed forth by economic cheer-
leaders like political candidates and
placement officers.
Currently, unemployment is
hovering at the 7.8 per cent level
overall; it's 12.7 per cent for
blacks, 18.6 per cent for teenagers
and 40 per cent for black teenagers
in cities. Those figures are the
highest since the Depression and
one should keep in mind those are
the government's figures—many
experts put the overall rate at 10.5
per cent with all other figures
dozens of points higher than what
Uncle Sam says they are.
The basic reason for this jobless
mess is simple, economists agree:
the economy is just not able: to
generate enough work for everyone
who wants a job. It's true that there
are more people working than ever
before, but at the same time there
are also many more people not
working who want or need a job.
One major reason is that women
have entered the workforce in huge
numbers in the past couple years—
29 percent of U.S. women worked
in 1956 while 36 per cent work
now—and the number of available
jobs has not expanded accordingly.
But won't things get better like
they always do? Some people, like
the congressional sponsors of job-
Jess legislation and other eternal
optimists, say yes, But increasingly
many usually conservative voices
are agreeing there had been a
corner turned in the American
economy, and although they aren't
exactly sure what it is, they are
coming out and saying the future is
really not all that bright.
"The next president, whoever
he is, may not find the solution
simple," warned The Wall Street
Journal in a front page article on
unemployment this fall. "The
years ahead may find that provid-
ing a payroll spot for every male or
female who 'wants' one may be a
very big order—for any president,
any congress, any government,"
The Journal added.
Widely respected Business
Week magazine echoed the same
theme last spring. "In the western
world, something has changed
drastically in political economics.
The old approaches (to fighting
unemployment) cannot deal with
the growing problem of meeting
young people's and women's de-
sire to work," said Business Week,
noting also the current jobless
situation "is eerily reminiscent of
some of Karl Marx's predictions...
that advanced capitalism cannot
work without the existence of 'an
industrial reserve army vof unem-
ployed.'" . .
For students, this means more
years of "underemployment" and
an increasingly difficult time find-
ing any sort of job after graduation.
It calls into question once again the
value in strict economic terms of
plunking down an average of
$2,790 for a public college educa-
tion or $4,568 for the private school
version. "
The U.S. Labor Department's
1976-77 Occupational Outlook
Handbook states an "overwhelm-
ing" majority of job openings in the
next decade will not call for four
year degrees. Those jobs that
demand college degrees will favor
candidates from top schools like
Stanford, whose high-flying Busi-
ness School reports a great year for
placing its grads with top firms.
"You're not buying four years of
school and then a good job
anymore," says Harvard job expert
Richard Freeman. "You're now
buying four years of school and
three years of fluffing around."
agency itself, and is often required
to do individual research. One of
the most popular internships is the
Connecticut State Legislative In-
ternship, run by- Professor Clyde
McKee.
This program allows 12 stu-
dents to work as staff assistants to
state senators or representatives.
Frequently these students research
issues, write speeches, answer
letters from constituents and sit in
on committee meetings. In addi-
tion, they are required to attend a
seminar led by McKee. According
to Backer, the key to the internship
.program is the faculty; if the
faculty is motivated enough to
promote the program, more stu-
dents will take part.
Chris Shinkman, director of the
Career Counseling Office is very
involved in helping students follow
their interests off campus. This
year, for the first time, there will be;
a short-term.-•internship-: program
over spring vacation. Letters were
sent to Trinity alumni asking them
if they would consent to having a
Trinity student observe them at
their profession during spring
vacation. The answer was an
overwhelming "yes." This fall,
Trinity students were asked if they
want to spend their.spring vacation
learning first-hand about a profes-
sion that interested them. Once
again, there was an excellent
response. Since the program has
proved so successful this year,
Shinkman is certain that it will be
continued.
The Career Counseling Office
also assists students in finding jobs
during the school vear. The jobs
can be part-time, such as babysitt-
ing, or full-time, such as a motel
desk clerk. Many non-paying posi-
tions are open, such as working at
day care center or a fund-raising
drive. A bulletin board has been set
up at the Career Counseling Office
listing the available part-time jobs.
Robbins Winslow, dean for
Robert Winslow, dean for edu-
cational services has conducted
of students who receive academic
credit outside of the traditional,
on-campus courses. , ;
Winslow found that in the
graduating classes of the past three
years, only 10% of the students
received no academic credit from
off-campus programs. While the
number of students studying
abroad has increased in recent
years, the number of students
opting to take open semester
courses has declined. In a TRIPOD
interview. Winslow commented
that students seeking work exper-
ience should look into the College
Venture Program. Although there
has not been much interest in this
program recently, it does provide a
good opportunity to take a semes-
ter off from college, and look into
specific careers. Winslow empha-
sized, however, that all the pro-
grams in the world are of absolute-
ly no value unless students take the
initiative to seek them out.
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The French Dormitory:
Ici, On Parle Francais
by Andrea Pereira
According to Dr. Michael Pre-
tina, advisor of the French dorm,
planning for the French dorm
began three or four year ago. After
locating dormitory space and stu-
dent interest, the dorm was
established this fall. Pretina espe-
cially praised and thanked Dean
Elinor Tilles for her help with the
French dorm. He said, "She has
been a real friend of the dormi-
tory."
The students presently living in
the dorm are drawn together by an
interest in the French language,
and by their desire to keep up their
fluency. Most of the students have
spent some time in France. They,
therefore, see the value of learning
language through experience.
Students and Pretina are ex-
, tremely excited about the value of
an intellectual, yet informal, educa-
tional experience. They said they
feft that the living experience
provided an intellectual exercise
which they normally would miss at
Trinity. Although all of the stu-
dents are extremely interested in
French, only four of the thirteen
members are French majors. Most
students felt that they had im-
proved their French tremendously
since they began living in the
dorm. They stressed, however, that
their improvement has come from
day-to-day living in the dorm. The
participants said their learning has
been based on cooperation and
through exchange with other stu-
dents. One student also com-
mented that Pretina is extremely
supportive of this cooperation.
As a result of their strong
common interest and cooperative
spirit, the French dorm is an
extremely tightly-knit group. With-
in the dorm, members speak only
French, except when they have
visitors who do not speak French.
The group has given each member
the name of an historical French
character to fit the individual. Each
Thursday night they share wine
and activities which . range from
playing charades, to historical
discussions, to debates on the state
of education at Trinity College.
The French dorm, however, is
not an exclusive community. Sev-
eral students who don't actually
live in the dorm have joined the
dorm as a club. Several faculty
members have visited the dorm
and joined them in discussion.
Also, several people from outside
of the Trinity community have
become interested in the French
dorm experience. Members said
students and faculty outside of
the dorm often greet them and
converse with them in French.
Pretina said that they really
enjoyed the outside involvement,
and saw it as, "a breath of fresh
air."
Members of the dorm did cite
some problems, one being that
they have no student budget at this
time. They also lack a common
meeting room in the dorm which
would facilitate interaction. De-
spite these physical problems, the,
members of the French dorm are
unanimously pleased with their
experience.
The French dorm experience is
an experiment in "community"
which raises some crucial questions
concerning the quality of life at
Trinity College. Is education a
wholistic or compartmentalized ex-
perience? What is the value of
student/faculty social interaction?
What is the value of formal and
informal education? What is the
value of cooperation? What are the
possibilities for "community" at
Trinity College?
Teeters Delivers Mead Lecture
Nancy H. Teeters, senior econo-
mist for the U.S.House Budget
Committee, will deliver the annual
Mead Lecture in Economics at
Trinity College. Her topic will be
"The Quiet Revolution in Con-
gress: The New Congressional
Budget Process and its Implica-
tions for the Economy." The
lecture will be given Monday,
Stowe Students Learn Radio
by Diane Molleson
Seven high school students
from Stowe Village, a decrepit post
World War II housing project in
West Hartford, are trained in radio
production and announcement by
the staff at WRTC.
The students, taught 2-3 times
weekly will be trained for two
months. *
The program is striving, for, a .
third class operator's license for
each of the participants, Spanish
and English lessons, job opening
announcements, community ser-
vice information, home manage-
ment information and shopping
and, budgeting hints, said Jack
Santos, statio manager at WRTC.
The program, run by Sterling
Half, a junior at Trinity, is
supported by a government grant.
The seven Stowe Village partici-
pants in the program were chosen
from Bulkeley, Weaver, and Hart-
ford high schools. Beginning in
November, hopefully a program
with Shanti, an alternative high
school in Hartford, can be started,
said Santos.
This program would run concur-
rently with the Free University
class in production, provided the
Free University class is small
enough, he added. The Shanti
program would be more loosely
structured, striving for what each
participant wants rather than pre-
viously established goals.
Shanti high school is interested
in relating more to the community,
said Santos. Hopefully, through
Trinity's program, the participants
can produce radio shows abut
topics of interest of the community
here, and/or in other stations in the
Hartford area, Santos concluded.
November 15 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Life Sciences Center Auditorium on
the college campus. It is free and
open to the public.
The Mead Lectures are given
annually at Trinity in the fields of
history, political science, and eco-
nomics.
Formerly senior specialist in the
Federal Budget for the Congress-
ional Research Service of the
Library of Congress, Teeters has
also been a Senior Fellow of the
Brookings Institution in Washing-
ton, D.C. She authored, with
economists Charles Schultze, Ed-
ward Fried and Alice Rivlin, an
authoritative analysis of the Feder-
al'Budget titled "Setting National
Priorities."
From 1966 to 1970 she was
Fiscal economist on the staff of the
U.S. Office'of Management and
Budget where she was the repre-
sentative on the in teragency com-
mittee in charge of economic fore-
casting. From 1957 to 1966 she
served as an economist with the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. In 1962 she spent
a year on "loan" to the President's
Council of Economic Advisors.
Teeters received the B.A. from
Oberlin College and the M.A. from
the University of Michigan.
She has published a number of
articles in economic journals and
has contributed chapters to several
books dealing with taxation and
business forecasting.
The Mather Hall dining room was transformed into a banquet hall
Saturday evening for the Alumni Weekend feast. .photo by Jeff Sciben
Rev. Molly Radley
To Preach
The Reverend Molly A.B. Rad-
ley, a woman deacon of the
Episcopal Church, will preach in
the Trinity College Chapel on
Sunday, November 14th, at the
10:30 a.m. service. This will be the
first time a woman deacon will
have served in the Trinity College
chapel.
The Reverend Molly Radley
presently serves as a part-time
instructor at St. Paul's School,
Concord, New Hampshire where
she teaches violin and viola. She is
also the wife of the Reverend C.
Perrin Radley and the mother of
two dhildren, Rebecca, age 3, and
Nathanial, age 1. She looks forward
to being ordained a priest in
January, 1977. This hope was
recently made possible by the
action of the Episcopal Church in
September at Minneapolis which,
beginning January 1, 1977, pro-
vides for the ordination of women
priests in the Episcopal Church.
Mbily Radley is a graduate of
Hollins College and is a Master of
Divinity from the Episcopal Theolo-
gical School, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. She has also served as a
full-time Master of Religion at St.
Paul's School.
"The Reverend Molly Radley's
visit to the Trinity College Chap-
el", said Chaplain Tull, "is a time
for celebrating the fullness of the
Christian ministry which is exer-
cised by men and women." He also
said that the Trinity Chapel lpoks
forward to having a woman priest
join in the celebration of the
eucharist next term.
The Reverend Molly Radley
will be a guest for dinner at 4:00]
o'clock p.m., November 14th, at70
Vernon Street. Those who would
like to join her for dinner are asked
to leave their names in the Chapel
office by Thursday, November
Uth.
MBOG
cont. from page 1
MBOG will be bringing a mime
act performed by Trent Arterberry
and Dialogue, a theater-concert
show from Philadelphia featuring a
piano player, vibes player, skits,
and songs in the future. Encourage
by the success of the Woody Harris
concert, Feinswog said MBOG
hopes to bring more folk guitarists
to Trinity. A cabaret blues-jazz act,
Storman, Norman & Susie, is
planned for ~i December 8,, and
MBOG will host a semi-formal
dance the last day of classes.
MBOG, which is comprised of
four committees—concert and
dance, small activities, lectures,
and cultural events—still seek
more board members. To be on any
one of these committees, a student
need only submit a petition signed
bv 40 students to th'e board.
AIESEC French Intern
by Gale Simon
Amaury Sarrauste de Men-
thiere, a native of Paris, France has
recently begun work in Hartford at
G. Fox and company as a result of
his participation in the AIESEC
exchange program. /AIESEC-,, the
international organization: of stu-
dents in business and economics,
arranges work experiences , for
students in any of 54 foreign
countries. i • ' '
Amaury, 22 years old, has his
masters degree in Economics, and
is primarily interested .-in• jijte^na'-'.
tional trade. He arrived in the U.S.
just three weeks ago and finds
Hartford "an exciting and interest-
ing place." He commented,; "The,
U.S. is the most industrialized
country in the world hence most
business methods originate here. 1
am very anxious to learn about this
country from the aspect of modern
management."
; Amaury is most interested in
speaking French with any inter-
ested student of faculty member.
He would also be more than happy
to answer any questions about
. Paris or Europe in general. To
contact him call Dave Tibbals at
246-2617. . ' .
• : , Anyone interested in working
, •with AIESEC, in either the recep-
tion field (organizing social activi-
ties for the foreign interns) or in
some other area please get in touch
with Peter Bielak, Box 673.
32 Grad Receives Award
Three parachutists bound from an airplane high over Hartford and gracefully
Field daring the half-time entertainment at Saturday's football game.
floated down to Jesse
photo by Charles Chan
HARTFORD, C o n n . - The
Eigenbrodt Cup, highest award
given annually to a Trinity College
graduate, was presented to Hugh
Stewart Campbell of Wethersfield,
Conn. A retired insurance company
vice president and general counsel,
the alumnus of the Class of 1932 is
now a member of a Hartford law
firm.
The Eigenbrodt Cup and sev-
eral other awards were presented
Saturday night (November 6) at the
Reunion-Homecoming dinner held
on the Trinity College camps. The
climax of a three-day Reunion-
Homecoming weekend, the dinner
was attended by about 400 alumni
and their families.
The Office of the President
wishes to add Louis Aronne to the..
list of President's Fellows for the
1976-77 academic year. Aronne, ot
Brooklyn, New York was selected
as the Biochemistry departments
outstanding senior. _ ^
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Latin Awareness Week Attracts Enthusiasm
by Carl Roberts
Latin culture came to Trinity
last week as La Voz Latina
presented the Second Annual Latin
Awareness Week, focusing on
Cuba.
A lecture by Professor Antonio
Surgiao from the University of
Connecticut kicked off the week.
His lecture was entitled "The
Portuguese Revolution 1972:
Transition of Government."
Wednesday evening featured a
recital of contemporary Latin
American music by guitarist Felix
Delgado. Even though the words to
songs were Spanish, and therefore
not understandable to all, the
message behind the works was
clear. Delgado carefully explained
each song in English before singing
it.
Professor Magarita Samad-
photo by Alain Levanho
Professor Antonio Surgiao of the University of Connecticut lectures
on "The Portugese Revolution of 1972" in Wean Lounge last
Monday, November 2.
photo by Alain Levanho
Guitarist Felix Delgado [right] with assistant deliver a recital of
contemporary Latin-American songs before an audience in
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Matias, who is on the faculty of the
City University of New York, is
currently teaching at Trinity as a
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Intercultural Studies.
The highlight of the week was
the semi-formal dance Friday even-
ing. Hundreds flocked to dance to
the music of New York's La
Orquesta Sabor. The Washington
Room was filled to capacity.
Even though the member of
TrinityStudents, faculty members,
and administrators attending the
week's events was low, those
present displayed considerable en-
thusiasm. La Voz Latina plans to
present the Third Annual Latin
Awareness Week next year.
The purpose of the week,
according to Luz E. Ruiz, president
of La Voz Latina, was "to share the
different cultural aspects of Latin
countries with the Trinity commun-
ity." The events were open to all
members of Trinity College and the
greater Hartford area.
La Voz Latina provides a strong
link between Trinity and Hartford.
Several members work as volun-
teers for organizations such as the
Puerto Rican Scholarship Fund, the
Big Sister Program, and bilingual
schools.
It is also involved with some
special events. One such event last
year was a fund-raising dance. The
money collected was given to the
bilingual elementary school, "La
Ecuelita," to Finance a cultural
trip for their students.
One of La Voz Latina's projects
for this year will be to work with the
Admissions Office in order to
stimulate an increase in the
number of minority students on
campus. Though this year's fresh-
man class is very large, the number
of new minority students is small.
Not all of the Latin students at
Trinity are members of La Voz
Latina. But those who are, accord-
ing to Ruiz, are "a group of very
dedicated people who are con-
sciously aware of their heritage and
the problems minority students
have at Trinity."
phoro by Alain Levenho
Professor Margarita Samad Matias spoke on education in Cuba ta a
gathering in McCook Auditorium, last Thursday, November 4,
"The purpose of the week was 'to share the
different cultural aspects of Latin countries
with the Trinity community.5 »»
La Orquesta Sabor supplied the music for a semi-formal dance in
the Washington Room, on Friday evening, November 5. by. Main Levanho
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Trinity students are complaining about the SAGA food service. Trinity students
seem to traditionally complain about the food service. In fact, students at most
institutions probably share the same tradition.
However, most of the complainers here will admit, if pressed, that the food is not
as unbearable as it is reputed to be. In fact, the student opinion poll which was
administered to Mather diners recently revealed that the majority of the respondents
were not only pleased with SAGA's food, but felt that the present food selection here is
comparatively better than the menus of most other schools.
The major criticisms disclosed by the survey concerned the facilities of our dining
system—not the food. Long lines, overcrowding, extended rows of tables, surrealistic
yellow-green lighting, and the basic architectural design of the Mather dining complex
were all considered by the pollees as the leading drawbacks of the System.
Mather is to be blamed, not SAGA—the distinction is an important one. Students
have little power to affect change in the quality of the food offered by a separate food
service. SAGA is primarily in the business of serving its customers the best possible
food for a $410 tab each semester. The quality of the food is largely determined by how
well the service can meet its rising food costs within the College's fixed-price contract.
Students, however, can do something about the facilities offered by the school.
The recent student opinion poll was designed to factually demonstrate how people
felt about the daily food selections and dining facilities, as well as how they wished to
better the eating situation. If sufficient student interest was demonstrated toward
correcting certain limitations of the existing dining system, the Administration would
then be asked by the Office of Student Services to finance improvements for those
areas of student concern. Director Dave Lee urged all students to fill out the forms
conscientiously as it would ultimately be to their advantage.
The poll response was pitiful. The initial reply of 320 out of 955 quickly trickled
down to a dozen or so [one-percent response] at each meal thereafter. Certainly, no
responsible institution would allocate money toward a cause that could only muster up
such meager support. But the complaining continues.
The TRIPOD hopes that the complaints which are often heard are not just hollow
feelings brought up to keep the meal-time conversations flowing. Clearly, if any
change in the system is to be made, it will only be achieved through a concerted
expression of genuine discontentment to the Administration.
Mather does have its deficiencies. When a dining complex serves twice as many as
it is equipped to serve, we suffer. The Office of Student Serices will conduct open
meetings this week to appraise the overall efficiency and quality of the dining area as a
whole. If you have anything to "pick" about, address your complaints to those who can
do something for you.
Letters
DP Students Welcome Horizons
in the October 26 issue of the
Tripod, Dr. J. Bard NcNulty,
professor of English, and Directoi
of the Horizons Program, outlined
some of the pros and cons which
were discussed while the Horizons
Program was in prcparaton, and
invited comment on the series to
date.
We students in the Individual-
ized Degree Program would like to
respond to that invitation. We are
often unable to attend daytime
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schedules and other committ-
ments. Accordingly, we have par-
ticularly welcomed the Horizons
evening lecture series as a unique
opportunity to hear professors who
want to share their enthusiasm
about their specific areas of exper-
tise, and to sample a wide range of
disciplines. For many of us, the
variety of the presentations has
re-awakened old interests and has
stimulated new interests and per-
spectives. The Horizons Program
helps to round out our educational
experience at Trinity.
We would like to congratulate
Dr. McNulty and the professors
involved both in planning and
presenting the lectures, for this
inspired program. It has broadened
our "horizons".
Gail Adams, Virginia H. Bartot,
John Ector, Helen Gilmartin,
Ginny Hallisey, Tom Harkins
Lovine King, Linda Lipp
Carolyn McDonough, Ara Lynn




May it be brought to the
attention of the members of the
Trinity community who utilize the
facilities of Saga food services, that
connected to those hands and arms
that grab your dirty trays and
dishes are persons; yes, real
human beings, not machines.
Please bear this fact in mind the
next time you decide to nonchalant-
ly toss your tray full of gravy and
mashed potatoes into the dish-
room, or you wish to fulfill your
Layout Staff: Richard Katzman,
Alan Levitie, Magda Lichota, Tris-
ha Mairs, Leslie McCuaig, Alice
architectural fantasies by stacking
thirty-one trays in the window.
Now; we realize that everyone
is in a hurry to get to class, or to
check their mailboxes, er to return
to the comfort of their rooms-.• to
read the TRIPOD,'but it only takes
a few extra minutes just to be
patient and considerate of the
people who wear those funny
striped shirts.
Being human, we can only work
so fast, and believe us, the wages
are no inspiration to expedite
alacrity in the completion of the
dishwashing process.
Thanks,





A word or two abut the Nils
Lofgren concert, sponsored by the
MBOG on October 29th. Although
the concert itself was excellent and
the audience was really excited by
both the warm-up group and the
featured band, the evening was
marred by the MBOG's poor
handling of the event. I point this
out not in ridicule, but with the
hope that the MBOG will do a
better job next time. List of sins
include:
1. Selling tickets at the front of the
line, so that late-corners had to
push their way through the mob in
Mather's lobby to purchase them.
2. Advertising the concert for 8:00
p.m. and not opening the doors
until nearly 8:45, with no explaina-
tion to the waiting crowd.
3. Threatening the crowd with such
remarks as "If you don't stop
pushing, we won't open the door."
I-have been to manv concerts in
:reated so childishly.
More concerts, please, MjBOG,





A "thank you" to the entire
student body for your cooperation
in our very successful fire drill
exercises. The Resident Assistants
and those students asked to help
are to be commended for a job well
done.
The Hartford Fire Chief, on
campus to observe the fire drills,
stated that he was pleased with the
efficient, rapid and cooperative
manner of the exercise. We hope
that the few minutes (High Rise
ernptied in 3 minutes!) of your time
given towards this effort will result











In light of recent attacks
Trinity fraternities, I would like to
publicize this postive experience
have had with a fraternity. Last
Saturday night I was working in th<j
library researching a paper nn<
having problems locating a pertin- j
ent book. I was becoming frusj •
trated because I was unable to line
a book with the word "QUARTO ^
listed on the top of the Dewcy
Decimal number. I went to the
circulation desk to inquire abntH
my dilemma but the student
librarian was busy and unavailable
conl. on p»g« 7
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Commentary
Stalemate
by Richard I. Feinberg
In response to my article last
week which cited apathy on the
administration's behalf as well as
on the student's, President Lock-
wood wrote to inform me of the
TRINITY REVIEW
FLASH DEADLINE!!
Last Chance! Submit poetry, art,
fiction, plays, photography, to
REVIEW Box 1527 by Wednesday,
NOVEMBER 10th!! Art: Call Bruce
Polsky at 525-7015 or. Box 845.
Submission rules are on the
TRIPOD door.
existence of committees which
have been designed to deal with
student problems, such as the
living situation, at Trinity. The
limited effectiveness of these com-
mittees, he argues, is due to lack of
student involvement and, conse-
quently , no formal policy on issues
like vandalism have been estab-
blished. There has been a stale-
mate developing over a long period
of time now between motionless
administrative committees and an
unresponsive student body. In the
meantime, realities like vandalism
persist. How can this stalemate be
resolved so that some improve-
ments can be instituted? I interpret
this stalemate as itself testimony of
apathy since, regardless of point of
view, apathy still predominates.
The apathetic here are not only
represented by those who sense-
lessly destroy mailboxes and blast
stereos at all hours, but also by the
rest of the community who sanction
these activities by their silence.
Apathy is manifested, then, both in
an active and passive sense. It is
largely for this reason that the ad
hoc committee would be misdi-
rected if it were to pursue specific
violators or violations. The inten-
tion of my article was to suggest
that it might be fruitful to find out
what it is about Trinity College that
makes widespread apathy possible
here in the First place. Roughly
speaking, there is a dynamic
relation between the individual and
the "living structure" at Trinity
and each must be equally scrutin-
ized. Apathy is a relational pheno-
menon in the sense that there is
nothing in our community to
prohibit it, while other communi-
ties would consider it a grave
danger demanding immediate re-
sponse.
I have a constructive suggestion
which the administration can prac-
tically put to work. It pertains to the
Admissions Office and the criteria
upon which students are selected.
This apathetic student body was
assembled, I imagine, on the basis
of certain criteria employed by the
Admissions Office. One measure of
personal involvement and genuine
concern in a community is in de-
monstrating that interest in com-
munity activity. I suggest that the
Admissions Office place a priority
on community activity (not student
council) as a criterion for ad-
mission. If people who are predis-
posed towards involvement in
community do enroll here, then I
believe the apathy would be
challenged or at least not pass
unnoticed. This trend might also
attract people to Trinity as a college
which encourages community con-
sciousness. In any case, it is a
promising path to take and the first
suggestion I know of towards




cont. from page 6
to come to my aid. Being a naive
and helpless frosh I didn't know
what to do.
It was while I was waiting in
Hne for help that I bumped into a
member of the Societa de Vermis
'i.e. the Worm Society). I asked
him if he knew the significance of
the word "QUARTO" and he said
he knew, but would do better than
answer my question. This member
of the fraternity Societe de Vermis
escorted me to where the title was
located.
I would like to extend a very
appreciative thank you to this
member of the Societa de Vermis,
whose identity is known only as
Primus Segmentus. I would also
like to thank the pledge Potentialis
Segmentus for his kind assistance
in this matter. I hope everything





Having once been an under-
graduate journalist, I try to be
tolerant of the substantive errors
and stylistic infelicities which often
mar the Tripod. But the large
number of misunderstanding, dis-
tortions and misquotations in the
November 2 storv headed "Spen-
cer Proposes Changes" compels
me to make some response.
Among the more important correc-
tions I would offer are these:
1.) I did not "announce" a new
program in International Relations.
Rather, I told your reporter that
several faculty members and I were
discussing the possible creation of
a non-major program for students
interested in that subject. We
hope, if all goes well, to publish in
next year's College Catalogue
information about several se-
quences of courses a student could
take to gain familiarity wtih various
aspects of international relations.
Ordinarily, these courses would be
taken in conjunction with an estab-
blished major—political science,
economics, history, etc. It should
be emphasized that this idea
originated with Profesor Albert
Gastmann of the Political Science
Department. He is the person who
has worked most energetically to
bring the proposal to fruition—
something your story failed to
make sufficiently clear.
2.) I did not "announce" a "new
program in Russian Studies." In
fact, there is already a russian
Studies option within the intercul-
tural Studies program. What I did
say, by way of illustrating the kinds
of work I am doing, is that I had
scheduled a meeting of the various
faculty members with Russian ex-
pertise. At this meeting we will
discuss ways in which these faculty
might be able to relate their several
courses more effectively. Such
conversations can be very useful,
but it is a mistake to suggest that
they always will-—or should—result
in new programs.
3.) A "writing proficiency course
requirement" is not one of my
established "goals." What I stated
was that I am. on a Curriculum
Committee subcommittee which is
studying the problem of poor
undergraduate writing. The sub-
committee is examining a number
of possible approaches to this
problem. One of these is to require
freshmen with low scores on a
standardized English composition
exam to take a course in expository
writing. At this early state in the
subcommittee's work, I have not
decided which approach 1 prefer;
nor, to the best of my knowledge,
have the other members.
4.) I did not say the "College
Professors" (i.e., faculty not ap-
pointed to a department) will
"implement plans for interdisci-
plinary seminars." Although Col-
lege Professors might do this, most
interdisciplinary courses will result
from efforts by regular depart-
mental faculty. As I told your
reporter, the Curriculum Commit-
tee recently wrote all members of
the faculty to solicit proposals for
team-taught, interdisciplinary
seminars to be offered during the
1977-78 academic year. The initial
response to this invitation indicates
there is ample interest in such
seminars among present faculty.
College Professors are scarcely
required to bring this promising
curricular approach to realization.
5.) The story quotes me as saying
that "in 1971 they (undergradu-
ates) realized more control than
ever before in Trinity history."
What I actually said is that over a
period running from about 1967 to
1971 students gained a lar^r voice
in college governance than they
had ever before had. As an
historian I would be reluctant to
single out one year that was es-
pecially important for this develop-
ment. If forced to do so, however, I
would choose academic 1969-70,
when students first obtained places
on many faculty committees.
6.) It was an error to report that I
was "distrubed that only a few
students were on faculty commit-
tees," which implies that 1 favor
enlarging the number of under-
graduate seats on these commmit-
tees. Quite the contrary. I think the
proportion of students-to-faculty-
to-administrators on the various
committees is just about right. My
point was that I wished more
undergraduates would take an
interest in the work of these
committees, and particularly in the
efforts of their, elected represen-
tatives. ' •:.;
There are a number of other
points I might make...but I grow
weary. Thus I will close by
expressing the hope that in the
future, Tripod coverage of curricu-
lar questions will be characterized
by greater accuracy, more attention
to significant detail, and a better
feel for the nuances of a story.
After all, the goal of a newspaper is








What stirs up concern in the
Trinity College student? A person
fainting does. A person faints, and
all of a sudden people mysteriously
care. Had that same person who
passed out in the Cave last Friday
(November 5) not passed out, ho
one would have cared if she lived or
died later that afternoon. She could
have been wracked with emotional
uneasiness, depression, or psycho-
logical fatigue and no one would
have given a damn. But she
fainted, so people flocked to watch
her helpless physical condition. It
was truly shocking to watch
people's reactions as the stretcher
was rolled in. Oral gratification was
the order of the day. Somehow
reminiscent of a movie, the "con-
cerned" onlookers rubbernecked to
apt a better look. Munching away
on their ice cream cones, Cave
burgers, and potato chips they
displayed their interest in this
stranger's mishap. It was another
form of entertainment to many. It
was something to do before your
next class. What disguised con-
cern. These people didn't know this
girl from Eve, yet somehow their
"human compassion" led them to
sympathize with her. Can we really
believe this? What Ihey were
saying is, "It might have been
me." These are the same people
who look right through you on the
Long Walk.Their eyes dart from
ground to walls yet never into your
eyes. The average Trinity student
won't acknowledge a stranger's
physical presence. Yet in the Cave,
somehow everyone was acknow-
ledging one who suffered.
Don't we all suffer daily? Isn't
that the bond that unites Trinity
students, or are we led to believe
that Trinity students are beyond
mental and sexual strife? Why is a
physical malady any more a
catalyst for concern than one's
everyday existence? Are we to
assume that the students gathered
intently around a hapless victim of
vertigo were truly concerned
about her? Unfortunately it was
their sense of grotesque curiosity
which spurned them to stare.
We're in sad shape if it takes a
random disaster to solicit genuine
concern amongst the Trinity popu-
lace. If this is the case, .we should
either do something to insure more
frequent accidents or make an
effort to manifest our concern to
people before unfortunate inci-
dents befall them. If such concern
is not genuine it must be hypocriti-
cal. Some of the people huddled
around the semi-conscious victim
could have sincerely been inter-
ested in her well-being. I rather
suspect that 80% of the eager
on-lookers-were not. It is that 80%
which I address my plea to, for the
rest of you have no qualms with
your consciences. Your thoughts
were sincere, your actions were
candid and honest, and so your
effort was morally commendable:
Wake up boys and girls. We can
neglect the emotions, needs, and
souls of people in the real world too
easily. Is Trinity preparing us for
the outside world or is it offering an
insular community wherein to
develop academic and spiritual
worth? Let's stop playing the
apathetic and egocentric cocktail
party roles which we project for
ourselves in the future and deal
with the Trinity community as it is
now, and as we are now. Trinity is a
bubble. Most Trinity students have
no conception what living condi-
tions are like a block away in the
Broad Street ghetto. Some like the
idea that Trinity's a bubble while
others feel it limits the input of
perspectives with which we can
mold our impressionable heads
while at Trinity.
Are we an indicative cross-sec-
tion of American youth or is the Ad-
missions Office prototype Trinity
student from a wealthy Republican
home complete with material sec-
urity and emotionaf instability?
Perhaps now I'm the hypocrite. But
even hypocrites can be made to
see. When a girl fainted in the
Cave I saw too much. When I walk
down the Long Walk and am
avoided by countless eyes, and
when I read the middle of the road
opinions that constantly reappear
in Hartford and Trinity publications
J see too much. The next time you
see an accident on the highway
catch yourself goosenecking to see
the blood. The next time you walk
through Cook Arch count the stray
souls, the next time you venture off
of Trinity's sacred campus think
about the good fortune which has
given you refuge from the storm of
Financial insecurity, malnutrition,
and the cycle which perpetuates
physical wants. What stirs up
concern in the Trinity College





Please tell us that last week's
letter from Lisa and Lisa concern- ,
ing their disabled Toyota and the
help they received from the "four
gentlemanly brothers" of Psi U
was a joke. Pleeeease!
Too many hours in a boat has
been known to do some strange ]
things to even the most self-con-
trolled sailors. Unfortunately,;
drinking and singing fight songs at [
five o'clock in the morning won't
alleviate, the basic problem. How-;
ever, two lonely looking females at:
the fraternity's front door could:
lead to a step in the right:
direction—a most natural direc-
tion, we might add.
Girls, the next time you have!
problems with your car, stop in at
90-92 Vernon, across the street.i
We'll help you out under any
possible conditions. This is not to
sav that we are immune from these
feelings of "deprivation." We're
not. But thank God we don't row
boats.
Respectfully,
The boys and girls of
90-92 Vernon (the
bleachers)
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More Commentary
Mellon Symposium
Riggio on Politics, Aesthetics and Hitlerism
by Jon Zonderman
After a two week hiatus, the
Mellon Symposium returned with
the second in its series of public
colloquia presented by members of
the Trinity faculty. On November 1,
the coloquiurh leader was Dr.
Milla Riggio, assistant professor of
English. Her topic was "Politics
and Aesthetics—Hitlerism as Dra-
matic Spectacle."
The timing of the discussion of
this particular topic, the evening
before the presidential election,
was not deliberate A few of the
questions dealt with aesthetics
within this particular political cam-
paign, but for the most part the
discussion stayed on the topic of
Hitlerism.
One might be tempted to ask
why a symposium on the 19th
century would be discussing Hitler-
ism. The answer lies in Riggio's
thesis, which she presented and
then defended briefly before open-
ing the discussion up to include the
other members of the symposium
and the audience.
Her thesis is that "Hitler
projected into the political arena a
particular aesthetic heroic ideal.
This ability helps us to understand
how he achieved power." This
heroic ideal has its roots in the 19th
century, in the writings of Nietzche
and Muller, and especially in
Wagnerian opera.
This heroic ideal has to do with
the concept of the hero as artist, as
warrior, and as world shaper.
Hitler, in the aesthetics of his
propaganda, attempted- to project
himself as all three of those things.
The phenomenon of Hitlerism
and. Nazism is so complex, and
there are so many interpretations
of it, that it is almost impossible for
. any one individual to put strings
around all of various aspects of the
phenomenon and tie it together.
For that reason, the input of the
rest of the symposiasts and of
people in the audience ,was espe-
cially helpful in bringing the
phenomenon more sharply into
focus. In that respect, this collo-
quium was more of a collective
effort than the one a few weeks
Two of the symposiasts, Dr.
Frank Kirkpatrick and Dr. Drew
Hyland, added the concepts of
religion and philosophy to the
understanding of the aesthetic
idea. They attempted "to sharpen
the focus of the question and ask
whether aesthetics should be div-
orced from politics or whether
some aesthetics are dangerous
while others may be worthwhile.
This led to a discussion, initia-
ted by a member of the audience,
Rich Hornung, of whether Hitler-
Satire:
Ford Becomes Trin President
by Seth Price
Stating, "We couldn't bear to
take the 'President' out of Ford,"
the Trustees of Trinity have
selected Gerald R. Ford of Grand
Rapids, Michigan to replace Theo-
dore Lockwood as College Pres-
ident, effective December 16, when •-
Lockwood leaves on his Christmas
trip to Nepal. .
Citing Ford's overwhelming
Presidential victory on the Trinity
campus, the Trustees went on to
say, "The Trinity Community has
spoken up. They've called for
Gerald Ford to keep serving them
as their President and we've
responded to that call. While
America has lost a great President,
Trinity has gained one.
"We are now in the process of
sitting down and formulating a new
Trinity budget. We foresee an
increase in defense spending. This
can be explained by our need for
sophisticated military weapons to
protect the campus from raiding by
other colleges such as Amherst,
Williams and St. Joseph.
"Furthermore, citing the bad
effects that it has had on his son
Jack, President Ford is prepared to
begin a campus wide crackdown on
the use of marijuana. Ford thinks
that by taking money away from
the Financial Aid Office where it is
currently 'handed out,' he can
organize a squad of Golden Re-
trievers to sniff out the illicit
drug." (The Trustees point out that
this is contingent on Dean Tilles
accepting a rule change to
permit pets on campus.)
One area where there appears
to be some disagreement between
the Trustees and Ford is his
request for construction of his own'
new private swimming pool.
Though they are hesitating, the
Trustees appear ready to grant
Ford his request and the pool will
be built in the Life Science Center
(which is to be converted into the
- official residence of the President).
As always, a new President
brings a new staff and this one is no
exception. Nelson Rockefeller re-
places Thomas Smith as College
Vice President, Earl Butz is the
new Director of Buildings and
Grounds taking the place of Riel
Crandall and Edwin Nye is out as
Dean of the Faculty to be replaced
by Henry Kissinger.
• ['resident Ford (in a letter that
can be Found on page 33 of this
TRIPOD) said to the Trinity
Community, "It 's no easy task to
rule over 1600 people. All people
are not alike and I realize that I'm
not the choice of all of you. Yet I'll
do my best to bind the wounds that
have been opened during this hard
fought campaign. May God bless
every one of you." .•-."
Of course, every election has its
loser and this one's was* the man
from Plains, Jimmy Carter. Carter,
who fought a long and hard
campaign battle only to be rejected
by the Trinity community seemed
not to be overly concerned when
telling this reporter, "Well after 22
months of hard campaigning, it
would have been nice to be
President of Trinity, but 1 think I'll
find something else to do instead."
ism was a perversion of an
aesthetic or whether it was merely
a case of finding the- aesthetic that
would have the greatest appeal to
the people.
Dr. Alan Fink, the psychologist
on the panel, crystalized Horn-
ung's point on popular appeal, He
said, "The focus should not be on
the leader, but on what primed the
masses to follow. What in the
German tradition led the people to
look up to someone who put
forward the aesthetic" that Hitler
dicl?
This question tied closely to a
point made by another member of
the audience, Dean of Studies Ron
Spencer. Spencer observed that for
Hitler to be able to use an aesthetic
with which the population could
identify, especially this heroic
ideal, there had to be a great
amount of popular knowledge of
folk culture and of this heroic ideal.
The question was asked as to
just how many people understood
the content of Wagnerian heroic
opera, and as to whether, in fact,
Hitler understood it. The answer to
this, as pointed out by both Fink
and Dr. Samuel Kassow, the
historian in the symposium was
that even if the people did not
really understand the Wagnerian
opera intellectually, the heroic
ideal, the idea of German "Volk"
and German superiority was so
ingrained in the culture that Hitler
Horizons:
DePhillips Applies Giem
Dr. Henry DePhiliips, professor of chemistry,utiiized a blackboard
[to which he is shown pointing] and samples of the products about
which he spoke when he presented last Tuesday's Horizons lecture.
by Marc Blumenthal
The November 2 Horizons
lecture was given by Dr. Henry
DePhillips, professor of chemistry,
on "Consumer Power: The Prom-
ises and Threats of Chemistry".
DePhillips spoke to a capacity
crowd in the Washington Room.
Most of the facts which DePhil-
lips related were taken from case
histories on file at the Food and
Drug Administration. For the first
section of his talk, DePhillips
covered a wide variety of instances
where food manufacturers and
producers could cheat consumers
in different ways. With each
"trick" attempted by the producer,
DePhillips described the chemical
process whereby the "trick" could
be discovered.
DePhillips discussed a broad
range of examples: cider vinegar
substituted for wine vinegar, liquid
was able to use it as a political tool.
As Fink put it, a population that
has a "halfway knowledge" of a
political or social concept "is more
dangerous than one with a good
understanding" because a leader
or a would-be leader can take the
concept out of context and pervert
it to fit exactly what the population,
with its limited understanding,
understands it to be.
This is exactly what Hitler, was
able to do. By incorporating this
particular aesthetic into his politi-
cal rhetoric and propaganda, he
was able to make the German
people believe that they were a
master race. He took the anti-
modern, anti-industrial, agrarian
concept of "folk" and said that
that is the way Germany would be.
As Kassow put it, Hitler "shut
off the lights and made Germany
the theatre. Everyone puts on their
masks and they were all Ger-
mans." This idea of "Volk" and
German unity cut across economic
and class lines.
This transformation of Germany
into a stage is a fascinating
example of the use of aesthetics in
political rhetoric and in propagan-
da. The.combination of this fascin-
ating topic, lively debate, and
contributions from many people,
both symposiasts and audience
members, made for a very enjoy-
able evening for those who atten-
ded.
photo by Lois Ofdway
added to' hamburger, over-and-
undepripe tomatoes mixed to
attain the desired degree of
redness, polysorbates in ice cream
and various ways of doctoring
lemon extract. DePhillips avoided
repetition of his stories and ex-
plained all with a wit that made him
a pleasure to hear.
DePhillips also discussed brief-
ly the problem of PCB's in cereal
and then moved on to the question
of DDT insecticides. His basic
premise was that DDT has been
tre v u s i y b^nt."-ial to man-
kind in the past three dec* ,. __,»
charged Rachel Carson, author of
Silent Spring, the "bible" of
anti-DDT environmentalists, with
distorting the facts, DDT, said
DePhillips, has not been proven to
cause cancer. He went on to cite
numerous sources favorable to
continued use of DDT.
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45 Car or cle
46 A Bobbsey









































































I U S , i y /b Col legiate CW76-1
49 Secret agent 13 Actor Leslie
Napoleon 14 One-piece under-
50 hat garments
51 Welsh 21 "Flower Drum "
53 ear • 24 Lines restricting
54 Community . animals
56 Pertaining to love 26 Fitt ing
58 Musician Georges, 28 Distort a story
and family 30 boom
59 Recover from 32 Finance abbrevi-
(2 wds.) >-, ation
60 Most blushful 33 Abner
61 Female prophet 35 Balloon-ride items
36 Exceeded one's a l -
DOWN lotted time (2 wds.)
37 Iridescent milky-
1 Islamic month of white
fasting 38 Bounced on onels
2 Building knee
3 Teases 39 Vaudeville prop
4 French soul 40 Involving love,
5 Sharp in t * t te hate, etc.
6 Concluding remarks 41 Experiences again,
to a poem 42 Devices for removing
7 army pits
8 Among the records 44 Most dreadful
(2 wds.) 47 Capital of Nigeria
9 Coffin cloths 48 Evangelist McPherson
10 Letters, in Greece 51 Compete at Indy
11 Distasteful news- 52 Actress Sharon — -
paper 55 Dangerous drug
12 High school course 57 Rocky crest
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Arts and Reviews
Choir To Perform Vespers Service
The Trinity College Concert
Choir, under the direction of
Jonathon B. Reilly, will perform
J.S. Bach's Mass in B Minor at the
Vespers Service on Sunday, Nov-
ember 14th, at 7:30 p.m. in the
College Chapel. This great compo-
sition has achieved the distinction
of being the only universally
acclaimed masterpiece of Western
musical art.
Last year was a truly memor-
able one for the Choir. Perhaps the
most exciting experience the group
enjoyed was the Spring Concert.
Certainly the most diverse choral
concert recently attempted at Trin-
ity, the Choir performed works bv
Bach, Alan Hovannes, and Samuel
Barber. The Bach motet is a form
the Choir has come to love; the
group adeptly handled J.S.Bach's
"Lobet den Herrn". Alan Hov-
annes' "Magnificat" for chorus,
soloists and orchestra, featured
student soloists Elizabeth Rodie
78, Sarah Barrett '78, and Paul
Sachs '76. The final work was a
rarely performed and very difficult
work by Samuel Barber, "Prayers
of Kierkegaard". Barber's beauti-
ful lyricism alternates with sections
of atonal dissonances and sections
for two choruses. The Spring
Concert was indeed a fitting end to
a successful and fulfilling year.
Music at Vespers this year will
mark one of the few times when the
Mass in B Minor is performed in
the context of a religious service. It
also adds to the Choir's already
large repertory of Bach choral
works. The group has, in the recent
past, performed his Magnificat, the
Motets and selected cantatas. The
choir will be joined in the perfor-
mance of the Mass by orchestra
and soloists Marsha Hogan,
Priscilla Smith and Peter Shea.
Both Hogan and Shea are widely
known in the Hartford area. Mrs.
Hogan has also performed in New
York and is on the faculty of the
Hartford Conservatory. Priscilla
Smith, who makes her Hartford
debut, has studied at the Cleveland
Conservatory. She has also studied
with Madam Reese and Jennie
Taurel, and performed at the
Aspen Music Festival.





'»A VIEW FROM THE LEFT"
Tues., 4:00-5:00
"Toward Compassion and Detach-
ment: The Philosophers of Pes-
simism and our time"
This Episode covers Benda, Ortega
y Gassett, Malthus and Spenglar
5:00
Interview with Eldridge Cleaver
Recorded at WRTC-FM
Wed.. 4:00-5:30
"THE LA VEND AR PANTHER"
Thurs 4:00-5:30
"Thank the people" with Randy
Pearson. This week's guest: EI-
wood Babbit, psychic medium
Friday 4:00
This week's Horizons lecture
5:00
****"Curtain Call" Broadway at
its best. Hosts: Janet Rogers and
Leigh Breslau. This week: Love
Songs.
* * The Arts Cafe 72 Union Place * *
The Cafe is Hartford's alternative, not for profit, gallery that supports itself by serving terrific
vegetarian lunches daily, except Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. There's free live music weekdays, 12
noon-l:30> Schedule as follows:
Monday, Mike Pace (folk and soft jazz);
1 '"'"••" tueaday, DocHult (banjo)
Wednesday, Leo Boogie (piano boogie);
Thursday, Paul Corey-Flamenco (guitar);
Friday, Bob Genovesi (piano ragtime).
Eat at the Arts Cafe. The food service supports the alternate gallery concept.
SILENCE IS DEADLY.
All too often, when the party
ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their way
to death"
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party, make
sure they aren't drunk.
Don't be fooled because they
drank only beer or wine. Beer and
wine can be just as intoxicating as
mixed drinks.
And don't kid yourself
because they may have had some
black coffee. Black coffee can't
sober them up well enough to drive
If someone gets too drunk to
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a
cab. Or offer to let him sleep over.
Maybe your friend won't be
feeling so good on the morning after.
but you're going to feel terrific.
DRUNK DRIVER. D E I T Y
BOX 2345
I HOCKVILLI'. MARYLAND 20852
I I wanf to keep my friends alive
I for the next party.
I Tell me what else I can do.






BUSHNELL MEMORIAL HALL, Hartford.
(246-6807)
Nov. 10 — Manhatten Transfer, 8 p.m.
Nov. 12 — Van Cliburn, presented by the
Civic Music Association 8 p.m.
Nov. 13 — Hartford Symphony Pops
Concert, features drummer Buddy Rich.
8:15 p.m.
Nov. 14 — Vladimir Horowitz, performs In
recital. 4 p.m.
Nov. 17 — Hartford Symphony Orchestra,
music director Arthur Wlnograd Features
violinist Charles Treger. Works by Webern,
Beethoven, Paganlni, and Strauss, 8:15
p.m.
Nov. 18 — The Patti Smith Group,
presented by Crystal Magick. 8 p.m.
Nov. 23 — Hartford Symphony Orchestra's
Young People's Concert. 9:40 & 11:10 p.m.
Nov. 23 - Al Gentile's Italian American
Revue, sponsored by Venetian Earthquake
Relief Inc. 8 p.m.
*Nov. 26 & 27 — Festival of Harmony by
Hartford Chapter of SQEBSQSA, Barbershop
Harmony Society. 8 p.m.
Nov. 28 — "Naughty Marietta, operetta,
presented In concert with Cyril Ritchard, art
..orcJjastta.flf.24, Thsoias-Scherman, musls,.
director, a W 2 6 singers. H p.m.
Nov. 30 — Rev. James Cleveland, In
concert. 8 p.m.
•HARTFORD PUBUC LIBflARY. Thursday
coffee concerts, Central Library Auditorium,
Hartford. 12:30 • 1:30 p.m. (525-9121 ext.
32)
Nov. 18 — Caroline Tilton, soprano.
Nov. 20 - FIRST ANNUAL BEAUX AHTS
SHOW/BUSINESS BALL, presented by The
Producing Guild. Art Show and Sale by
Kalarson; Prizes for Costumes, Caricatu-
rists, Candid Photos, Grafltti Wall, and much
more. Music by Landerman's "holiday". 1
Financial Plaza, Hartford. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
(525-1731)
NOON REPERTORY, Center Church House,
Hartford. Weds., 12 noon. Lunch reserva-
tion. Call for schedule. (249-5631);
MUSiq
HARTT COLLEGE OF MUSIC, University of
Hartford, West Hartford. Millard Auditorium,
8 p.m., except as noted. (243-4421)
Nov. 9 — Chamber Ensemble: Woodwind &
Brass.
Nov. 10 — Musical Wednesdays, "Hartt on
Stage", musical vignettes. 10:30 a.m. At
night: Choral & Brass Collegium,'Allan
Dean, director.
Nov. 11 — Hartt Symphony Orchestra,
Vytautas Marijosius, conductor. Linda Gold-
stein, viola soloist.
Nov. 14 — Faculty Recital, Sofia Steffan,
mezzo soprano.
Nov. 16 — Cello Ensemble.
Nov. 17 — Musical Wednesdays, "The
Personality of the Singing Instrument",
Gary Karr, bassist & Harmon Lewis,
harpsichordist and pianist. 10:30-a.m, At
night: Jazz Workshop: Afro-American Mu-
sic, Jackie McLean. »
Nov. 18 — Hartt Chamber Winds, Donald A.
Mattran. conductor.
Nov. 21 — Wilma & Paul Zonn, clarinet and
oboe 3 p.m. Percussion Ensembte 8 p.m.
Nov. 22 — Chamber Ensemble: Woodwind
& Brass.
_,Nov. 29 — Institute of Contemporary
"""American Music Series, English Trombo-
nist/Composer, James fulkerstrn. .
Nov; 30 — Student Composers Concert.
•SAINT JOSEPH COLLEGE, West Hartford. 8
p.m. (232-4571)
Nov. 22 — South Indian Classical Music
Concert. Connor Chapel
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE,
New Britain. Welte Hall, (827-7251), except
as noted.
Nov. 16— Gerard Rosa, violinist. 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 19 — Student Recitals. 3:15 p.m.
Nov. 23 —'•Student"chamber Ensembles.
8:15 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Winter Choral Concert. CCSC
Concert Choir, directed by Henley Denmead,.
and Women's Chorus, directed by B. Glenn
Chandler. 8:15 p.m.
'MUSIC AT TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL,
Hartford. (527-3151 ext. 275)
•SOUTH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, New
Britain. (223-3691)
ANNUAL FALL NOONTIME CONCERT SE-
RIES, Wed. at 12:05 p.m.
Nov. 10 — Deborah Benson, alto & Joan
Niiler, piano.
• Nov: 17 — Circulus. Musicus, choral
- ensemble.
Nov. 24 — Larry Alien, organ.
REAL ART WAYS, 197 Asylum St. Hartford.
8:30 p.m. (525-5521)
Nov. 13 — Ray Gray
Nov. 20 — Jean Ritchie
Nov. 27 — Zenith String Band
Nov. 12 — "Randall McClellan: Visions
Beyond", an electronic composition with
voice, tamboura, gongs, and
bowls.
Nov. 13 — "Resonances with Randall
McClellan," music for electronic drones,
synthesizer, voice, tabla, in the North Indian
style. Workshop 3-5 p.m.
Nov. 20 — Bill Baron Quartet, new jazz
sounds. 8:30 & 11 p.m. ,
THE SOUNDING BOARD, Greater Hartford
Folk Music Society Concerts. St. Paul's
Methodist Church, corner ol Park and Amity
:::Sts~"HaTtfoTd, 8 (Tnr. (563-3263)
THE HARTFORD JAZZ SOCIETY, presents
music at Tobacco Valley Inn, Windsor. 7-10
p.m. (242-6688)
Nov. 21 — "Young Side"
Nov. 13 - MUSIC AT TRINITY CHURCH,
Hartford. Sandra Denmead, soprano In
recital with James Frazier, accompanist.
Music by Schubert, Verdi, Oebussey,
Mozart. 8 p.m. (527-8133) "
•HARTFORD CONSERVATORY, Hartford.
Faculty Recital, Hosmer Hall. Hartford
Seminary. Hartford. 4 p.m. (246-2588)
Nov. 14 — Robert Shaw and Robert
OiPietro, duo-guitarists.
Nov. 21 — Mary Ellen Jacobs, flute & Mary
Hoffman, harp, guest artist. French and
American works.
•Nov. 16 — WOODWIND ARTS QUINTET,
University of Wisconsin resident artists.
Sponsored by the East Hartford Fine Arts
Commission. East Hartford High School.
East Hartford. 8 p.m. (289-2781)
WEST BANK SINGERS, Charles Fldlar,
music director. (633-8400)
Nov. 19 — Charles Fidlar. featured
baritone. Music by Brahms, Ravel, Lecocq.
Milhaud, and Chavez. Trinity Episcopal
Church. Hartford. 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 21 —. "Christmas Oratorio" by
SaJnt-Saens, and music of Hintiemilh and
Carissiml...EmanueliLutheran ChurcJi,, Man-
chester. 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 20 — RECITAL SERIES, Peter
Armstrong, piano, Hartford Public Library.
Hartford. 3 p.m. (525-9121 ext. 32)
Nov. 21 - 'MMPROVISATIONAL CON-
CERT", by Arthur Wellwood, with the
Sounding Sculptures by the Baschet bro-
thers from the Lions Gallery of the Senses,
Avery Court. Wadsworth Atheneum. Hart-
ford. 3 p.m. (278-2670)
Nov. 21 — JOHNNY CASH, in concert.
Hartford Civic Center. Hartford. 7:30 p.m.
(566-6000) __
Nov. 28"—-IMMANUEL CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH, Hartford. Larry Alien, organist &
Linda Miller, soprano. 4 p.m. (527-8121)
DANCE
Nov. 17 - COMMUNITY FOLK DANCERS, a
presentation of traditional New England
country dances by Ralph Sweet & Fifers.
Francis Goodwin Building. Watklnson
SrhooJ.. Hartford 8 J U » {W.5-51J65)
Nov. 20 - CENTER BALLET THEATRE,
"Pineapple Pol!". Goodwin Theatre. Austin
•Arts Center, Trinity College, Hartford. 2 & 8
p.m. (633-7398)
Nov. 21 - HARTFORD BALLET, Central
Connecticut State College. Welte Hall. New
Britain. 8 p.m. (525-9396)
TNOV. 27 & 28 - CONNECTICUT VALLEY
REGIONAL BALLET, "The Plain Princess",
a children's (Jance theatre piece, Millard
Auditorium, University of Hartford. West
Hartford. 1 & 3:30 p.m. (521-2875)
THEATRE
NOV. 1-Dec. 5 - COACHLIGHT DINNER
THEATRE, East Windsor. "Flower Drum
Song", with Arlene Fontana. Tues.-Sat.
Dinner 6:45-8 p.m. Curtain 8:30 p.m. One
hour earlier Sun. Closed Man. (522-1266)
Nov. 1-Dec. 5 - HARTFORD STAGE
COMPANY, Hartford. "The Blood Knot" by
Athol Fugard, directed by Paul Weidner
Tues., Wed., Thurs. 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 8:30
p.m. Sun. 7:30 p.m. Mats. Wed. & Sun,
2:30 p.m. (525-4258)
Nov. H-14 — T H E PRODUG4NG
Qi'np " f i nd i de " , - a musical based on
Voiu tieatre, Hartford Insurance
Group, ndit.v.. Thurs.. Fri. & Sat. 8:30
p.m. Sun. 7:30 p.m. (first Sun.) Mat. 2:30
p.m. (2nd, Sun.) (522-8309) •
HOLE IN THE WALL, New Britain. Fri. &
Sat. 8:30 p:m, (223-9500)
Nov. 5-13 —"Unc le Vanya"
Nov., 20 & 27 — •'Showcase", one act.




BOOK AUTHOR LUNCHEON, G. Fox &
Company, Ceniinel Hill Hall, Hartford. 12
noon. (249-9711)
Nov. 19 — Mary Hemingway
HARTFORD ART SCHOOL, University of
Hartford, West Hartford. (243-4393)
Wov̂  11 Discussion' and Films by
filmmaker David Shulman. Room 216. 1
p.m.
WADSWORTH ATHENEUM, Hartford. (278-
2670)
TAKE TEN AT NOON: brief talks on objects
in museum's collection. 12 noon.
Nov. 9-11 — "Portrait of'Josepti Coymans"
by Frans" Hals..
Nov. 16-18 — "The Sense of Taste" by
Jusepe Ribera.
Nov. 23, 24 — "La Mcclardi, mistress,of
artist, as a Sibyl" by Salvator Rosa.
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1,2 — "An 18th Century
'Silvergl.lt Centerpiece" by Bernhard Heln-
rlch Weye.
GALLERY TALKS. "Glass From Six Centu-
ries" Nov. 4 at 1 p.m. & Nov. 7 at 2 p.m.
Austin Gallery
Nov. 17 - T H E HARTFORD CONSER-
VATORY, Welch Music Room, Hartford,
"The Three B's — Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms". Lecture-Recital Series by Bruce
Simonds. 10:30 a.m. (246-2588)
LES FEMMES EXTRAORDINAIRES, lectures
on French Women. Auerbach Science
Center, Hartford College for Women, Hart-
ford. 10:30-11:30 p.m. (236-1215)
Nov. 11 — "A Twentieth-Century Woman",
about Colette.
ART LECTURE SERIES, presented by Sister
Mary Reagan. Library Lecture Room, Saint
Joseph College, West Hartford. 7:30-9:30
p.m. (232-4571 ext. 278)
Nov. 9 — "The Art & Culture of Spain and
Latin America", ;.:. . , , ....
Nov.; 1 6 — "Baroque and Rococo, Aft"
. Nov. 23 — "Man 's Quest tor ^odin Ar t " :
Nov. 30 — "Understanding Modern Art"
TRINITY COLLEGE, Hartford. (527-3151
ext. 275) HORIZONS LECTURES, 8 p.m.
Nov. 9 — "Are Modern Composers
Revolting?", by Prof. Clarence Barberol the
Music Dept. Goodvyin Theater. Austin Arts
Center.
Nov. 3 0 - " W h a t is English?1', Prof. Diane
Hunter D1 English JJept. McCook Auditorium
: Nov. : i6 —.POETRY READING, by David
Walker. Trinity-:-College, Hartlord. Wean
Lounge; Mather Hall. 8 p.m. (52-7-3151 ext.
275) ;
Nov. 17 - POETRY READING, by David
Walker. Central-Connecticut State College,
Marcus While Lounge, New Britain. 8 p.m.
(827-7527) :
Nov. 28 - HARTFORD JEWISH COMMUNI-
TY CENTER, West Hartford. Jewish Book
Month Celebration. Panel of authors on
"The American Dream As Seen By Jewish
Writers".. 8 p.m. (236-4571)
FILM
CINESTUDIO. Trinity College, Hartford. Call
for schedule. Programs subject to change.
1 (527-3811)
Nov. 7-9 — "Baa Company" 7:30 p.m.;
"Fox and His Friends" 9:10 p.m.
HARTFORD JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER,
West Hartford. (236-4571) "Museum With-,
out Walls", documentary art films. 1-2 p.m.
& 8-9 p.m.
Nov. 15'— "The Cubist Epoch"
Nov.; 29 — " t h e : Impressionists" &
"Kinetic Art in Paris" •
•GREATER HARTFORD COMMUNITY COL-
LEGE, Hartford. College Auditorium; 8 p.m.
(549-4200)
Nov. 12 - "French Connection IS"'
Nov. 8 & 15 - "SPOILS OF POYNTOH",
Village Library, Farmlngton. Episode 1 & 2,
Nov. 8; Episode 3 &4 , Nov. 15. 7:30 p.m
(677-1529) . .:
Nov, 1.0 & 17 — "SPOILS OF POYNTON",
West End Branch Library, Unionville.
: Episode 1 &2, Nov. 10; Episode 3 & 4, Nov.
.17-. 7:30 p.nr. (673-3584)
EXHIBITION
*Nov. - . BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY,
Bridgeport. Paintings by'Rbbert Gould of
Westport. Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m-,-9 p.m. Frl, &
Sat, 9.a.m.-5 p.m. {576-7413)
;:;*Nov-
:1-Dec, — G0NNE5TKU1 STATE
LIBRARY MUSEUM, Hartford. "P.T. Bar-
num; Humbug and Respectability", an
exhibit of broadsides and prints. Mon.-Fri. 9
: : f m.-5p.m.;Sat.9a.m,-1 p.m. (566-3056)
• :.Thri!i Noy; - THE GALLERY, Fifth Floor, 6J
:F6x: &, Cp,:, iHartforav ;Glassyvarks:-Richard
Wllerj Bm;ftlBa^|erviRay:,Mathews; Mary
Free Events Mark Folk Schedule
Batik by Ursula and Roger Shaffer. Also
various artists work previously shown on
emm, ^ - " s r r r m 339) "
Nov. 1-Dec. - GRIST MILL ART GALLERY,
Farmlngton. Paintings by; C. Ferguson, J.
Owen, P. Zimmerman, A. Blodgett, J.
Massamino, and others. Etchings by: P.
Kappel & Jim Egleson. Sculpture by: E.
Deming, B. Seamans, D. Somervllle, P.
Johnston. Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
(677-4188)
Thru Nov. - NOAH WEBSTER HOUSE,
West Hartford. "Noah Webster, Advocate
Nov. 3-17 - "Antique Dolls", Student
: Center. Center hours. (827-7335)
Nov. 15 — " Fine Print Exhibit and Sale'',
conducted by the Roten Galleries of
Baltimore. Student Center. Center hours.
Nov. 30-Dec. 2 — "Crafts Expo 7 6 " ,
Student Center. Center hours.
for Americanism", Special Bicentennial
Exhibit In Museum Wing adjoining 18th
Century Restored Farmhouse..Tues. & Sun.
1-4 p.m. Thurs. 10a,m.-4p.m. (521-1939)
WADSWORTH ATHENEUM, Hartford.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Sun. 1-5
p.m. Atheneum Shop, Auerbach Art Library
& Slide Library closed.
Nov. — Environmental Sculpture by Michael
Singer. Tapestry Hall. Documentation in
MATRIX.
Nov. — ' Contemporary Glass by Dale
Chihuly, MATRIX.
Nov. — Lithographs by Odile Redon. Prints
& Drawing Gallery.
Nov. — Hartford Architecture Conservancy,
"Charter Oak South Green Neighborhood".
Gallery A-107.
Nov. — "Ancient Art of Peru: The
Etherington Collection". Gallery A208:
Nov. 1-17 — "Connecticut Watercolor
Society's 38th Annual Exhibit". Avery
Court.'
Nov. 1-28 — "Sounding Sculpture" by
Bernard & Francois Baschet.ol Paris. Lions
Gallery ot the Senses.
Free Gallery Tours on Sat. 1:30 p.m. & Sun.
2 p.m. For weekly schedule of events call
(247-9111) 24 hours a day. For further info
call (278-2570)
Thru Nov. - ZARICK GALLERIES, Farming-
ion. Gallery artists and works from private
collections. Every day 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Wed, (677-90,94) :
G. FOX & COMPANY, Hartford. Store hours.
(249-9711)
_Nov.;. 1-Dec. 30 — Miniature House. ?th
Floor.
•WEST HARTFORD ART LEAGUE, New
Gallery, West Hartford. Gallery hours.
(233-2049)
Nov. 14-Dec. 2 — Estelle Coniff, mixed
media. Opening reception, Nov. 14.
•STAIRWELL GALLERY, Manchester Com-
munity College. Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-12 noon. (646-4900 ext. 381)
Nov. 12-Dec. 3 — Photographs by Gary
Hogan & Paintings by Jnda Hlrsh. Nov. 12
— opening reception, films by Gary Hogan,
8 p.m. •
GALLERY ON THE GREEN, Canton. Wed.-
Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m. Closed Won. & Tues.
(693-4102) .: •" ;,
Nov. 7-20 -- Works by Richard Brzozowski.
Gallery A. :
Nov. 21-Dec. 4 — Works by Ronald Sloan.
Gallery A. .
Nov. 1-7 •— GALLERY 5 EAST, East
Hartford. "Variations on a Theme",,land-
scapes by Teng Chiu (1903-1971) Tues.-
Frl. 1-8 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 1-6 p.m.
,(289-6168). , .
•ARTS EXCLUSIVE INC., Slmsbury. Tues.
& Wed. 11 a.m.-6 p.m. Thurs., Fri. S, Sat.
11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun. 12 noon-6 p.m..
(658-1029)
Nov. 1-13 — Howard Rackliffe, oaintings.
•Nov. 14-30 — "2nd Annual 'Invitational
Show", Paintings by R. Coes, P. Cpes, C.
Royd Crosthwaite, D. Dahlke, P, Mjles, R.
Milisi, G: Sessions; Prints by M: Rosenthal;
Pencil Drawings by S. B. Robie; Sculpture
•by R. Jacques. ' ,
NEW BRITAIN MUSEUM OF AMERICAN
ART, New Britain. Tues,-Sun. 1-5 p.m!
C229-0257J : ';. ' • ••
Nov. 1-14 — Paintings by Ogden Pleissner
and Drawings by Jervis McEntee. !
Nov. 18-Dec. 31 — "Some American
Impressionists" & "Levitational Realism",
paintings by'Gary Erbe. . '
•FARMINGTON VALLEY .ARTS CENTER
, GALLERY, Avon Park North, Avon, Wed,-
Frl- 11 a,m.-3 p.m. Sat. 11 a.rm-4 p.m.
Sun. 1-4 p,rrV;;(678-1867):
Sears, John and Sandy played with
Jacob's Reunion of local fame. And
Craig played with the Hatchet HB1
String Band. All have tremendous
reputations as New England Musi-
cians.
The Peace Train Foundation is a
non-profit organization dedicated
to providing the Hartford area with
good free music. This particular
concert is a benefit to provide
operating funds for next spring's
Hartford Fiddle Contest, a Peace
Train event which brings the
east-coast's best fiddlers to Hart-
ford for,a full day of free music in
Bushnell Park.
The Folk Society would like to
say thanks to MBOG for its help in
presenting Woody Harris last
Thursday night.
—And stay tuned!
Coming up this Wednesday
night, Nov. 10, at 8:00 p.m. The
Folk Society will present The
Intcrgalactic Liberation Orchestra
for free in the Cave. The Orchestra,
better known to some of us as Bill
Flowerree and Andy Bassford,
plays a style of Countrv-rock music
with lyrics to confound the most
philosophical of minds. Titles like-
Let Me Be The Bug On Your
Windshield Of Life, -Just Like A
Broken Record I'll Come Skipping
Back To You, and -Prepple Woman
are among their most popular
originals. Needless to say, they
have known the experience which
we presently endure, But since
June they ,'haye:' been sent beyond
this world. Come and hear of their
travels beyond the iron gates—put
to music.
--Then, the following week on1
Thursday, Nov. 18 The Folk Society
along with the Hartford Peace
Train Foundation will present The
Medicine Band and Jay and Lyn
Unger in Mather Hall.
Jay and Lyn Ungar's music is a
lively combination of country blues,
old-time string band songs, tradi-
tional ballads and fiddle tunes,
with other fine material of their
own. In the early 1970's they
toured many of the major folk
festivals in the North-East as
members of the Putnam String
County Band. Recently Jay and Lyn
have appeared as a duo on
NET TV's "In Performance -at
Wolf Trap Farm'\ "Sing America
Sing", and "The Philadelphia Folk
Festival".
Lyn's vocals and rhythm guitar
perfectly compliment Jay's driving
fiddle, mandolin, guitar, and old-
time banjp- Their first album was
recently released by Philo Records^
they can also be heard on Putnam
String County Band" (Rounder
Records), and one or both can be
heard on records by Dayid Brom-
berg (Columbia), Kate and Anna
McGarrigle (Warner Bros.), Rosa-
lee Sorrels (Philo), and others.
-The Medicine Band, which
will start the show, features John
Coster, Sandy Sayers, and Craig
Chicago in Concert
Date: Tues., Nov.'23,1976
Place: The Hartford Civic Cen-
ter Coliseum
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Ticket Prices: $8.50, $7,50,
$6.50
On sale: Now— at the Civic
Center Box Office.
The Hartford Civic Center in
conjunction with WPLR Radio
Presents
DAVE MASON IN CONCERT
Date: Thurs., Dec. 2,1976
Place: The Hartford Civic Cen-
ter Coliseum •.,;,.,
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Ticket Prices: $7.00, $6.50,
$6.00
On Sale: Now— at the Hartford








hosted by Dexter Peebles
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY CAMPUS)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
•ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE





The Bicycle Thief. Dir.: Vittorio de
Sica. With; Lamberto Maggiorani;
Enzo Staiola. (Italy 1948).
Vittorio de Sica's The Bicycle
Thief, based on a novel by Luigi
Bartolini, is one of the key films in
the 1940's artistic and social
movement known as neo-realism.
Post-war Italy was in the process of
emerging from both a political and
artistic past that had either em-
bodied or at least implicitly fur-
thered fascism and stifling, preten-
tious, meaningless traditionalism.
The Italian people had too long
been propagandized by fascist
claimes of a return to the glory and
triumph of the Roman Empire. The
dominant art of the 1930's and
wartime era was as unreaslistic and
unrepresentative of true Italian life
as were the political aspirations of
Mussolini.
Thus, a group of talented but
impoverished filmmakers, writers,
and photographers was acutely
aware of the contradiction between
art and life that fascism and the
bourgeouis arts had perpetuated.
The films which these men created
as expressions of their political and
artistic beliefs became known as
neo-realist. Working on practically
no money, shooting in the streets
and in their apartments, using
non-professional (often unpaid)
casts, and trading places as writ-
ers, directors, cameramen and
actors, men like de Sica, Visconti,
Rossellini and de Santis produced
films about the everyday lives of
the Italian peasantry and working
class.
These black and white, often
"documentary style" films were
unafraid to show the poverty,
squalor, and despair of wartorn
proletarians, and to compare it to
the inhumanity and corruption of
the government and police. The
Bicycle Thief shows all this in a
simple yet moving way. A long-
unemployed worker (Maggiorani)
finds a job as a bill-poster, for
which he must have a bicycle. Hs
wife pawns their only bedlinens so
that he can get his bike out of hock.
The scene of the crowded pawn
shop with its warehouse-sized room
lull of pawned linens and bicycles
is almost surrealistic to an Ameri-
can viewer, but depicts an all too
common element in the lives of the
Italian poor. With little, unpreten-
tious dialogue and wonderfully
spontaneous expressions, de Sica
shows us just how much this job
will mean for the couple. When
Ricci goes to apply for work, a sign
at his employer's reads "The Joy of
Living," adding a note of sharp
irony to this man's meagre exis-
tence. Ricci gets to work posting
absurd pictures of Rita Hayworth
as advertising for the American
films which were popular in Italy at
the time. On his second day of
work, his bicycle is stolen from
under his nose by a crafty boy. The
cinematic vehicle which propels the
test of the film is the search for the
stolen, crucially necessary bicycle.
The search takes Ricci to his
local Communist Party headquar-
ters, where many friends and
neighbors offer to join in, as well as
to the police station, where he is gi-
ven an unconcerned run-around.
De Sica follows Ricci and his small
son through Roman traffic, back
alleys, black-market thieves dens,
and a small restaurant—all com-
mon everyday places and experi-
- ences of lower-class Rome in the
1940's. We see the viciousness and
cunning of the thieves and their
accomplices, the heartlessness and
inefficiency of the police, and the
economic conditions that are the
direct cause of both of these.
Andre Bazin has called The
Bicycle Thief the "only true
communist film of the decade."
This is partially true in as much as
it is a portrait of a community as it'
really was, in which leftist workers
are pitted against both the lumpen
proletariat (exemplified by the
thieves and riffraff) and the capi-
talist classes. But this is certainly
true of other films of that period, as
well. It is not a communist
propaganda film, by any means. It
is simply a realistic view of condi-
tions that was more than likely only
taken by leftist-oriented people, at
that time.
To review The Bicycle Thief is
not to talk about the finesse of
dramatic performances or brilliant
cinematography, witty dialogue,
showy costumes or exciting scores.
What makes this film touching and
beautiful is life itself. This is not
theatrical pathos, but the bitter-













Woody Harris playing Hawaiian guitar at the Folk Society, MBOG concert last Thursday in the Cave.
experience—the subject of neo- a tender theme throughout the* realist novels (Steinbeck, Faulkner,
realism. Nevertheless, this film film, as well as the closing note,
cannot be mentioned without prais-
ing the fantastically warm and Despite the sometimes "am-
ateurish" quality of these films,funny, heartrending performance
of Enzo Staiola as Ricci's son,
Bruno. This little boy is at most
seven or eight, and already wears
overalls like his father, for his job
in a gas-station where he works
until seven at night. Yet he retains
the candid humor and precocious
mischief of a child, and his
compassion for his father provides
Crossword Solution
they were part of a movement that
was highly cultural and intellec-
tual. The neo-realist filmmakers
were influenced not only by their
Marxist-oriented rebellion against
the war and traditional art-forms,
but by the work of French and
Soviet film directors (like Renoir
and Eisenstein), American folk-
Caldwell), and Italian realist liter-
ature (Silone, Pavese, Vittorini,
Moravia, and Verga). In fact,
neo-realist films first became wide-
ly appreciated in "art" circles
(influencing such distant art as the
Japanese film) before they became
popular with the Italian public
which they portrayed. Bicycle Thief
is not only a wonderful film, it is an
important work of a significant and
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You're welcome to bring your
own wine or beer!
BELMONT
RECORD SHOP
Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING LD. CARD
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Announcements
Meals-On -Wheels Intern Program
"Meals-on-Wheels is a home
delivered meal service designed to
meet the nutritional needs of the
elderly or disabled who cannot
prepare food for themselves. It
provides two meals a day, a hot
lunch and a cold supper, both
delivered at noon, five days a week
by volunteers. At the present time
there are many in need of the
service who have been placed on
waiting lists because of lack of
volunteers.
Help is needed to deliver meals
between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
If you can spare two hours a month
please call Ellen Franklin at
278-9374 for more information.
Brochures describing the.program
are available in Mr. Backer's
office.
Behind My Eyes
Tonight, four talented students
will bring a unique musical exper-
ience to Trinity's Austin Arts
Center. Martin Nweeia will be
playing piano and singing his own
compositions. Jamie Cailloute will
play acoustic guitar and sing songs
by such artists as James Taylor and
Elton John. Additional instrumen-
tation will be from Jeff Rowland on
congas and guitar and from Ed
Fournier on flute.
The concert will be held in
Garmany Hall from 10-11:30 p.m., •
There will be a comprehensive
discussion of the Legislative In-
ternship Program on Tuesday,
November 9, 1976, from 4:00 to
; 5:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge. Gradu-
ates of the program will be present
to discuss their experiences as well
as answer any questions. Professor
McKee and the teaching assistants
for this year will be there to help
outline the program for next sem-
ester.
This unique program has met
with great success as it affords
students the opportunity to be
directly involved in the legislative
and political process. This first
hand experience is a valuable type
of extra classroom learning. This
program is not closed to any partic-
ular major and, in fact, students
outside of Political Science are
encouraged to apply.
Therefore, all students who are
interested in finding out about the
program are requested to attend or
contact Jeff Meltzer, Box 1229,
-Muffy Smith, Box 1026 or Profes-
sor McKee, McCook 324A. Appli-
cation forms are available in
McCook 322 for those unable to
attend this meeting.
Aid Seminar
John Taylor and Tina Dow, the
director and assistant director of
News Notes
New York City Urban Fellows Program
On October 15, 1976, the City of
New York will officially open the
competition to staff its Urban
Fellowship.
Under the conditions of the •
program, the City will select 20
young men and women from
colleges and universities to serve
full-time internships for the aca-
demic year commencing, Septem-
ber, 1977 at the highest levels of
City Government.
The New York 'City Urban
Fellows Program is open to under-
graduates who will be entering
their senior year of college by
September, 1977, and to graduate
students. Applicants must be reg-
istered in an academic institution at
the time of application and must
have the endorsement, including a
grant of academic credit for parti-
.„.• cipation in the Fellowship, from the
college or university they will be
attending for the academic year of
1977/78.
This year, eligibility will be
restricted to residents of New York
City and /or students who Jive or
attend a university in a state
within 1,000 miles of New York
City.
AH students interested in active
discovery and experience in the
realm of urban government are
encouraged to apply, regardless of
their previous field of training.
Applications endorsed by the
-sponsoring college, and required
supporting material, must be re-
ceived postmarked no later than
midnight, February 15, 1977. All
applicants will be notified of their
status by March 31,1977.
Selection will be based on full
detailed applications, transcripts,
personal statements and recom-
mendations as required with forty
semi-finalists invited, all expenses
paid, for interviews in New York
City. Of these, 20 will be appointed
Urban Fellows.
Each of the 20 Urban Fellows
selected to participate in the
Program will receive a stipend of
approximately $4,400, plus round-
trip ttavel expenses. In addition, it
is expected that each Fellow will
receive a supplementary grant of at
least $500 from the college or
university as wel! as a • tuition
waiver.
Urban Fellows will be assigned,
on the basis of choice and mutual
agreement, to work on projects of
importance in the Mayoral Offices.
They will be given commensurate
responsibilities in administrative
problem-solving, research, policy
planning, and related management
areas. The Urban Fellows, report-
ing directly to Mayoral officials
including heads of agencies, will
range over such fields as planning,
criminal justice, service delivery,
economic and financial administ-
ration, budgeting and innumerable
others.
The staff of the Fellowship
makes all efforts to assist members
of the program in their search for
appropriate housing. -
One feature of the program is
that each Urban Fellow must be
granted appropriate academic cre-
dit by his college or university,
according to its own rules and
regulations. Each Fellow will pre-
pare progress reports augmented
by periodic staff evaluations and
regular contacts with the university
sponsor.
Urban Fellows will also take
part, on a one day a week basis, in
a structured, but varied program
designed to provide them with a
detailed picture of New York City,
its people, its government and the
issues both face; with emphasis on
preparation for a career in city
government.
This program will offer semi-
nars with leading government and
non-government figures, simula-
tion gaming sessions, tours and on
site visits to the people, places and
programs discussed.
Interested parties, should ap-
plications be unavailable on their
school campus, may write to us
directly. Write to: Mr. Eugene
Levine, Director, New York City
Urban Fellowship Program, 250
Broadway, New York, New York.
10007, or call: (212)566-1216, 3652.
Financial Aid at Trinity, will be
speaking on "Financial Aid...How
It Works and Prospects for the
Future" Thursday, November 11,
at 8 p.m. in room 320 Austin Arts.
The seminar is being sponsored by
the Trinity chapter of the Coalition
of Independent College and Uni-
versity Students (COPUS), a na-
tional student lobby and research
group.
Jesters
The Jesters of Trinity College
present The Wager, a comedy by
Mark Medoff, directed by Timothy
Angle, '77, on Friday, Nov. 19 and
Sat., Nov. 20 at 8:15 p.m. in
Seabury 9-17. Please enter through
the last door before Northam.
Theatre Arts
The Theatre Arts department of
Trinity College present Six Char-
acters In Search Of An Author by
Luigi Pirandello and directed by
Roger Shoemaker, on Dec. 2, 3, & 4
at 8:15 p.m. and Dec. 5 at 2:30 p.m.
in the Goodwin Theatre-Austin
Arts Center. For information and
reservations call 527-8062.
Bagels Anyone?
A week from today, November
16, a new late night bagel service
will start operating on campus. A
bagel person with Campus Security
clearance will be traveling through
the dormitories from the hours of
9-12 p.m. The service will, run
Sunday through Thursday night.
Cream cheese will be available for
the bagels.
Folk Conceit
There will be1 a Trinity Folk
Society concert Wednesday, Nov-
ember 10, in the Cave, with the
IntergaJactic Liberation Orchestra,
otherwise known as Bill Floweree
and'Andy Bassford. This free event
begins at 8. Thursday, November
18, Jay and Lynn Unger will
perform in Hamlin Hall. All are
encouraged to attend.
Dance Meeting
There will be an important
meeting of the Student Dance
Organization on Monday, Novem-
ber 15 in Seabury 47 at 10:00 p.m.
All those interested are urged to
attend.
Dance Films
The fifth week of the Student
Dance Organization's series of
dance films will present "Merce
Cunningham", "Lament", and
"Helen Tamiris." The films will be
shown on Wednesday Nov. 10 in
Alumni Lounge at 8:30 p.m. No
admission charge. Our apologies to
those who attended the films last
week; this week's films will be in
better condition. Any questions,
call 524-5885 in the evening.
Recycling Program
Attention all newspaper and
magazine readers: Attend a meet-
ing Thurs., Nov. 11 in Alumni
Lounge at 7:30 p.m. on the
recycling program at Trinity. S & S
need volunteers to collect papers,
post signs, etc. Thank you!
Hillel Lecture
Dr. Arthur Green from the
Department of Religious Thought
at the University of Pennsylvania
will speak on "Toward a New
Jewish Mysticism—The Emer-
gence of Neo-Hasidic Judaism" on
Sun., Nov. 14 at 2 p.m. in Wean
Lounge.
Evaluate R.A.'s
It's Resident Assistant Evalua-
tion time! Please help your R.A. by
promptly filling out the evaluation
form she/he gives you and return it
to the front desk at Mather Campus
Center by November 12. :
This semi-annual evaluation
gives you the opportunity for input
into the R.A. program. Wecan only ,
improve to the extent that you help
us to identify any problems or add
constructive improvements to the
program.
Tertulia
Our next Tertulia will be in
Wean Lounge on Thursday, Nov-
ember 11 at 4:00 p.m. Here is'an
opportunity to listen to and use
Spanish outside the classroom. We
invite you all.
On the following week we will
get together on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 16, in the Faculty Club
(Hamlin). Refreshments.
There IS a difference!!!
PREPARE FOR:
MCAT« DAT* LSAT® SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT
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uminous home study materials, courses that are constantly
updated. Centers open days i weekends all year. Complete
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ECFMG*FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs 4 Hours
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• Indian Jewelry # Gifts
• Custom-Made @ Jeans
Silver Jewelry
® Leathergoods
Bring in this ad and you will
receive a 10% DISCOUNT!
Open 1Q-9pm 247-7684
92 New Britain Ave.
8ymnast.es
Every Monday night from 6:00
to 8:00 and every Friday afternoon
from 2:00 to 4:00 in unit D, Ferris
there will be informal gymnastics
work-outs for anyone interested.
Prior experience is not necessary
and you don't have to be able to
come both days. There will be floor
exercise, balance beam, vaulting
and both even and uneven parallel
bars. On Monday, November 15 we
will also have the trampoline out. If
you have any questions please
contact Marianne Miller, 246-4462
or box 248.
Optometry
Representatives from the New
England College of Optometry will
be at Trinity College on Monday
November 15, to talk with students
about careers in optometry and the
program at the New England
College of Optometry. Students
interested in health careers are
encouraged to attend and to
consider optometry as one option
within the health field. Advance
signup will take place in the Career
Counseling Office, 45 Seabury.
Band Concert
The Trinity College Instrumen-
tal Music Program will present the
Trinity College Stage Band in
concert this Thurs., Nov. 11, at 8
p.m. in the Washington Room..
Under the direction of Larry Allen,
the group will be performing its
first on-campus concert of the
semester. The concert is free of
charge and promises to provide a
well-deserved study break for all
members of the Trinity Corrimun^
ity.
Food Co-op
Co-op members, please add the
following items to your lists:
artichokes* dates, figs, tangerines,
cranberries, parsley, acorn squash,
butternut, brussel sprouts, and
navel oranges. The food of the
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Office of Educational Services
Antioch Programs
Representatives from Antioch
College will be at Trinity at 4:00
p.m. on Thursday, 11 November
1976, to discuss their programs in
Bogota, Columbia, and London,
England. Please plan to come to
the meeting in Alumni Lounge of
Mather Campus Center.
Maritime Studies
This new program, inaugurated
by Williams College and the Mystic
Seaport, is open to students in the
12-College Exchange. Applications
to participate during either sem-
ester of the 1977-1978 academic
year must be made to the Office of
Educational Services no later than
4 February 1977 (note that this is a
later date than earlier announced,
but applications would still be
appreciated if made during Jan-
uary 1977. Students who are
recommended by Trinity will be
expected to go to Mystic Seaport
for a further interview.) Professor
Sloan of Trinity's Department of
History is knowledgeable about the
program in general and the subject
which it will concentrate on.
Students are advised to read the
literature (in the orange folder) in
the Office of Educational Services
Reading Room before speaking
,,with Dean Winslow or Professor
Sloan.
Israeli Study
For all students interested in
learning about the Brandeis Uni-
versity Hiatt Institute study pro-
gram in Israel, there will be a
meeting on Monday, November 15
at 5:00 p.m. in the Committee
Room in Mather Hall. The Hiatt
Institute program is a one semester
or one year program of work, study
and travel for American college
students. A former participant will
be here to provide information and
answer any questions you may
have about the program. For
additional information, contact
Rand Foreman at 566-4770 (week-
days 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
Venture Program
The College Venture Program
has some new and exciting job
listings for those students who are
contemplating taking a semester
off from formal academic study.
Stop in and visit the "Venture
Office" in Seabury 1A and look
through the Job Bank. Mrs.
Denise Mann, a Trinity campus
representative assisting the Office
of Educational Service, will be
happy to talk with you and give you
Boettiger to Speak
Janet A. Boettiger, dance
movement therapist, will give a
lecture workshop entitled "Some
Perspectives on Movement Ther-
apy" Wednesday, November 10,
from 6:30 to 9:30 in the Washing-
ton Room of Mather Campus
Center. The public is invited to
attend free of charge.
Ms. Boettiger is the creator of a
film "Looking for Me" which
portrays her work with autistic and
normal children. The film was the
result of her involvement in
research at the University of Pitts-
burgh in 1968-69.
Ms. Boettiger presently has a
private practice in Northampton,
Mass. She has taught at Hamp-
shire College and Harvard Uni-
versity Summer School of DanQe.
She has been a consultant at
hospitals and clinics throughout
New England.
Brooke to Speak
John Brooke, British historian
and editor of the Yale Edition of the
Horace Walpole Memoirs, will give
the Wilmarth S. Lewis Memorial
Lecture this year in the Austin Arts
Center at Trinity College on
Thursday, November 11, at 5 p.m.
The talk titled "The Memoirs of
Horace Walpole" is free and open
to the public.
'•',•: Brooke served for several years
as senior editor of the Royal
Historical Manuscripts Commis-
sion and was a collaborator of the
late Sir Lewis Namier, dean of 18th
century British historical scholars.
He is the author of "King
George III" which contains a
forward by the Prince of Wales and
which is considered the most
distinguished life of the king. He
also wrote "The Chatham Admin-
istration" and various articles.
horizons' Lecture
"Are Modern Composers Re-
volting?" is the title of the eighth
"Horizons" lecture to be presented
at Trinity College. The event is
scheduled for 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 9 in the Goodwin Theatre of
the Austin Arts Center. Professor
of Music Clarence H. Barber will
present the lecture which is free
a'id open to the public.
Dr. Barber will describe the
alternatives in contemporary
music, stressing the progressive
father than the conservative el-
ements. Composers used as il-
lustrators will include John Cage,
Luciano, and Berio, among others.
More than 2,800 students and
members of the community have
attended the series held weekly
since September. The purpose of
the 21 lectures is to describe the
newest developments and concepts
emerging in 21 of Trinity's aca-
demic departments.
Dr. Barber, who has studied at
the Paris Conservatory of Music,
has been honored for his
achievements by election to the
Societe Francaise de Musicologie,
a rare honor for an American
musician. He has also earned a
diploma from the Ecole Normale de
Musique. His undergraduate and
graduate work was done at Harvard
University where he received the
Ph.D. in Music.
Since receiving the Fulbright
Fellowship for study in Paris
during 1952-53, Dr. Barber has
brought to Trinity such outstanding
exhibits as "Mozart and England"
and "Contemporary Italian
Music". He teaches graduate and
undergraduate courses both at
Trinity College and the Hartt
College of Music of the University
of Hartford.
Mead Lecture
On'November 15, at 8 p.m. in
the Life Science Auditorium, Mrs.
Nancy Teeters, assistant director
and chief economist for the House
Budget Committee will deliver the
annual Mead Lecture in Econ-
omics. The topic of her lecture is
"The Quiet Revolution in Con-
gress: The New Congressional
Budget Process and, its Impli-
cations for the Econoniyl"
"Mrs. Teeters was a: Senior
Fellow of. the Brookings Institution
and has been a joint author with :
Charles L. Schultze, Edward M.
Fried, and Alice M. Rivlin, of the
Brookings Studies, Setting Na-
tional Priorities highly regarded
analyses of the Federal Budget.
From 1966. to 1970 she was
fiscal economist on the staff of the
Office of Management of the
Budget, and between 1957 and
1966, she was employed as an
economist by the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve
System. In 1962, Mrs. Teeters
served in a temporary assignment
with the President's Council of
Economic Advisors.
A native of Indiana, she re-
ceived her A.B. degree from
Oberlin College and an M.A. from
the University of Michigan in 1954.
'Ocean Dumping'
The Chemistry Department is
pleased to announce that on
Wednesday, November 10, Pro-
fessor Richard W. Rozett of
Fordham Universidy will present a
Seminar entitled "Ocean Dump-
ing."
Professor Rozett received his
Ph.D. in physical chemistry from
Johns Hopkins University in 1.967.
His research interests have been in
the fields of borand chemistry,
isotope analysis, reactions in the
upper atmosphere, chemical ac-
celerators, mass spectrometers and
various forms of data analysis.
During a sabbatical, 1974-75,
he headed the Marine Ecosystems
Analysis project for the Center for
Experiment Design and Data Anal-
ysis, National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration in
Washington, D.C. Since that time
one of his main occupations has
been the data analysis of the MESA
New York Bight Project, which is
studying the effect of ocean
dumping on the marine ecosystem
off the Atlantic Coast. The multi-
disciplinary analysis combines
physical, chemical and biological
measurements into a single view of .
the marine ecosystem.'-
Professor Rozett will be avail-
able from 2-:30 p.m. for informal
discussion regarding the graduate
program at Fordham and career
opportunities in chemistry hi gen-
eral. Coffee and cookies ill be
served in the Riggs i.'!; mistry
Library at 3:00 p.m. to be fallowed
by the seminar at 4:00 p.m. in
Clement 210.
© T h e United Way
oF Greater Hartford
more details about Venture any
Tuesday or Thursday morning.
There is also a copy of the Job Bank
in the Office of Educational Ser-
vices, the College Counselor's
Office, and the Career Counseling
Office. Mrs. Mann's college ex-
tension in Seabury 1A is extension
256.
Durham Univ.
Mr. Geoffrey Thrush from the
University of Durham will be at
Trinity on the morning of Tuesday,
9 November 1976, to talk with
students interested in study at the
University of Durham (through the
Institute of European Studies). Mr.
Thrush will hold a meeting with
studetns in Wean Lounge at 9:30
a.m. on that day. Anyone inter-
ested in study at the University of
Durham for 1977-1978 or future
years is invited to attend, NOTE
CHANGED DATE AND PLACE.
Spring Leave
Students wishing to be away
from Trinity for study elsewhere
during the spring term 1977 should
apply no later than the end of
October and will be expected to
confirm their plans with the Office
of Educational Services no later
than 15 November 1976.
Letter Grades
Students are reminded that
Tuesday, 23 November 1976, is the
last day to elect to receive a letter
grade in a course being taken
Pass/Fail, Please see the Reg-
istrar's Office if you wish to make a
change.
Lectures Classified
Success Story: In last Week's TRIPOD, the AFL-CIO placed a "wanted ad" for
a peanut head, former Pepsodent ad-man, religious sham to run larger country
in-Western Hemishphere. Lo and behold, there was overwhelming response
and a most qualified man was chosen. You too can be among the many to have
had extraordinary results by advertising in the TRIPOD. Place an ad today and
have your own "Success Story". , '
For Sale
Sony 4 Channel Reel to Reel tape deck
TC-2774. Perfect condition, seldom
used. Asking $400.00 or reasonable
offer. 249-7896.
1968 Chevy Carry-All. Good condition.
1700.00. 522-3652. Trinity Box 11. Ask
forBill. . ., -•;:•
Altec' Speakers, 3-way with equalizer.
$325.00 Contact Mario, Trinity Box
125(3.
Hammered Dulcimer, rectangular,
15"x44"x3 Vi ", cherry wood. Must sell.
Call 523-0458 after 5:00.
'•'.Kustom 100" amplifier and speaker.
Call 527-8623 or contact box 1447. .
'72 Fiat 128 4-door, excellent shape.
Call Peter 233-6728.
Man's Raccoon Coat. Size 40-42.
$100.00 Call 668-0341
Thorensturntable-TD 165 & Shure V-I5
Type III Cartridge. Call 728-5064. Best
offer.
'69 Cougar, 44,000, very good condi-
tion. Call Lynny. 246-8964.
One week old SR-40 Calculator, $30,00.
Call Jeff, 249-7924.
Eating Events
The Sprouting Out Vegetarian Cuisine.
The vegetarian's vegetarian restaurant.
Make it a learning experience in
Hartford, 20Vj New Park Ave., Hart-
ford. 233-6536.
The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate
gallery and vegetarian restaurant. After
midnight music each nighti 12-3a.m.72
Union Place, Hartford. 325-0424,
Help Wanted
Part time job-Earn money and free
trips. Distribute on campus, . travel
literature for America's largest student
travel organization. No investment
required. Work your own hours. Call
Brad (413) 256-0197.
Cocktail Waitress wanted part-time at
Horse Shoe Lounge, 768 Maple Ave.
Personals
The Societas de Vermis, a campu:-
underground association, wormlv wel-
comes its two newest members, select-
ed at Sunday's initiation ceremony.
Belated Happy Birthday to Rene S.
from the QUARTO MASTER,
DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only I5i for the
first line, 104 each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
lOt-a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD.
CLASSIFIED COUPON
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More Sports
by Super Duck
Trinity Waterpolo No. 2 In N.E.
This past weekend saw the
Ducks in action at the Smith
. Swimming Center at Brown Uni-
versity. The occasion was the
. annual New England Intercolleg-
iate Water Polo Championships.
Trinity was to go against the top
three seeds in New England—
Southern Connecticut State Col-
lege, Boston College, and Bowdoin
College in a round-robin tourna-
ment. This was Trinity's third visit
to the championships in four years.
Friday evening the Trin aqua-
stars took on the vaunted Eagles of
Boston College. This was seen as a
true test of the team's abilities as
they had yet to pjay B.C. during the
season and the fact that they were
16-2 on the year {ranked #4 in the
N.E, Coaches' Poll). Expectations
of a hard-fought contest were met
as the game progressed. Through-
out the first half each team traded
goals almost rhythmically. Pro-
viding Dave Teichmann with able
assistance from Co-captain Rob
Meyer and Kent Reilly, early
defensive fortitude was initiated
via James Bradt and super-goalie
Frank Grubelich. The half ended
with the score knotted at 6-6.
Not wishing to be denied the
chance to claim a victory which had
eluded Trinity for four years
(defeating B.C.) the Ducks ex-
hibited renewed energies and con-
centration in the third "period as
they began their si:~ge. Tradi-
tionally the team has been strong-
est in the second-half of play and
this was borne out. Sophomore Rob
Calgi, Junior Scott MacDonald and
super reserves Frank Wobst, Jeff
Wagner and Mike Hinton were
keys to this shot in the arm. Even
play soon eroded as Bradt's
defense and the co-captains' offen-
sive moves took control.
After the score had reached 8-8
Trinity erupted into a commanding
lead. Boston was feeling their oats
and failing to hold up under pres-
sure. Soon the scoreclock read 11-8
in favor of Trinity. At this point
B.C. could rally no more. The
Ducks went on to an astounding
16-9 upset and looked to Saturday.
Teichmenn had 11 net-slicers, as
Meyer & Hinton added 2 and Reilly
1.
Coming off a well-played game
Trinity met arch-rival Southern
Connecticut at 12:30 p.m. Saturday
in what was to be the determining
match of the weekend. Somehow
Trinity had placed itself in a type of
trance as they got off to a slow
start. It was apparent that SCSC
was psyched for their best game of
the year. And it was...Unable to
spark the drive which has char-
acterized the Trinity playing style
all season, Teichmann was con-
tained in the hole and the defense
was picked apart at its weak points.
After having suffered through two
quarters of erratic play, the team
began to rally back and was soon in
the game again.
However, as the third 7-minute
period ensued a sense of un-
certainty developed. Questionable
officiating led to a series of
personal ejection fouls called
against Dave Teichmann, the third
of which half-way through the
Mike Hinton, Scott MacDonald, Dave Teichmann, and Frank Grubelich setting the defensive zone
in anticipation of attack, photo by Robert Meyer
EVER THINK OF
STARTING YOUR OWN FRAT ?
Zeta Beta Tau, one of the largest national
fraternities will soon be developing a new student
organization at Trinity.
We are looking for interested men to serve
as the nucleus for the formation of a fraternity that will be theirs
by design from the beginning.
' Anyone interested should plan a meeting a ZBT
representative r • November the 16th
a t ' :30 p.m.
in W .an Lounge
quarter led to his expulsion from
the contest. A feeling of disbelief
developed momentarily as the
opposition seized the moment and
capitalized with four quick goals.
Never to say die the Ducks
recovered in the last period and
played quite respectably as Reilly
filled in a hole forward and frosh
water rats Wobst, Hinton and
Hudson took charge on defense.
Disappointingly the game ended
with SCSC on top 17-6. Pulling
together in spite of the loss, Trinity
prepared for its final game of the
day against the Polar Bears of
Bowdoin.
After a Boston College upset
over SCSC between matches, Trin-
ity realized the importance of the
6:30 p.m. game upcoming. A win
over Bowdoin would guarantee a
second-place ranking in New En-
gland begnind SCSC. Trinity had
never before placed better than
fourth in its conference.-Thus, the
stage was set for a real barnburner.
Quite a bit was running through
the minds of each man as the game
began. Bowdoin enjoyed an early
surge of three goals and even got
as much as four goals ahead at 5-1.
At this junction the senior took
charge. All-New England goalie
Grubelich was awesome in the
net in cooperation with intim-
idating defensive manouvers by
guard Bratticus. Meyer assumed
the role of feeder as he supplied
Teichmann with well-placed pas-
ses, which were converted into
tallies, and zoom-zoomed a few
trajectories of his own past the
frigid Bowdoin goaltender's flailing;
arms.
The team effort was best
exemplified through one play in
which Reilly stole the ball, chuck-
ing it to MacDonald, who in turn
winged a beautiful assist to Hinton
driving center field. After an hour
of play, however, the Scoreboard
recorded a 10-10 tie...This was now
undoubtedly Trinity's ballgame,
Having played in pressure over-
time games previously (and having
won) the Ducks were primed.
Trinity wasted no time in estab-
lishing this fact as they controlled
the first 3-minute overtime period
with one tally—allowing none. Not
wishing to become complacent, the
amazin' Ducks added two more
goals as icing on the cake. By virtue
of this conquest the team earned
the 2nd place trophy and estab-
lished itself as a powerhouse in
East Coast Water Polo.
Following the game was an
additional honor—an invitation to
the East Coast Intercollegiate
Water Polo Championships to be
held this weekend at Brown
University. With their season rec-
ord of 15-7-1 Trinity should be the
#3 seed at the tourney. Selected to
the All-New England First Team
for the third time was co-captain
Dave Teichmann. Honorable men-
tion selections included co-captain
Rob Meyer and senior Frank
Grubelich. These sundry honors, in
combination with an unpreceden-
ted degree of team unity and last
week's trophy performance at the
Yale-SCSC Invitational, have made
this the most successful season in
the history of Trinity Water Polo
since its incubation period four
years ago...Hopefully the desire,
commitment and achievement
which has been displayed will carry
the team forward,in pursuit of the
eventual Varsity status on a level
with other sports at Trinity. The
team thanks all those who have
made the year a success by virtue
of their interest and continued
support.
IT'S NOT WHERE YOU'VE BEEN.
IT'S WHERE YOU'RE GOING.
Let their latest album, "Two's Company",
introduce you to a fine new madness. Refresh
yourself. Take a ride with Aztec Two-Step
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More Sports
X-Country Picking Up The Pace
by Jane Terry
The Trinity cross country run-
ners faced Southern Connecticut,
Quinnipiac, and Manchester Com-
munity College last Wednesday
afternoon in a four team meet at
home. Thirty-five runners partici-
pated in the race. Southern Conn-
ecticut captured nine of the top ten
spots; it beat all three opponents by
15-50 scores. The winner, Gildea,
finished the course in 25:53.
Competition between ' Trinity,
Quinnipiac, and Manchester was
more evenly matched. The Ban-
tams overcame Quinnipiac, 21-38;
however they were narrowly de-.
(eated by Manchester, 26-29.
Throughout the race, captain
Danny Howe kept pace with a pack
of Southern Connecticut runners.
He crossed the finish line in ninth
place in 27 minutes flat. John
Sandman and Jon Sendor finished
. 15th and 16th with times of 27:52
and 28:09, respectively.
On Saturday, October 23, Trin-
ity entered six runners in the
N.E.S.C.A.C.'s at Williams. Run-
ning in cold and wet conditions,
Danny Howe led Trinity runners,
finishing 49th in a field of 71
runners. Sandman and Sendor
followed closely behind Howe. The
otehr participants were sophomore
Pat Hallisey, and freshmen Sean
Martin and Alex Sherwood. In a
Sophomore Kent Reilly warming up his arm in preparation for the
NewEnglands. photo by Robert Meyer
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AUTHENTIC FRENCH CREPES
.THE CIVIC C E N T E R
*K H
"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say'hello'to Hy and Lil a t . . .
H&L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138





Consider The Master of Arts in Teaching
Program/at Northwestern University and
a career in Teaching.
« 15 month Masters Degree Program June '77-August 7 7
• Advanced study in your field.
« Summer student-teaching experience
o PAID INTERNSHIP In nearby school
e State certification
e Last year 84% of our graduates seeking teaching positions
found employment as teachers
SIGN UP at the Career Counseling Office for an
appointment with Joan Bisberq, Director-Teacher
of Education Programs, Northwestern University,
who will be on campus Wednesday, November 17
from 12:30 to .1:30 p.m.
separate women's race, freshman
Betsy Green came in 17th, finish-
ing the three mile course in 27:46.
Five Bantam runners made the
trip to Bentley to participate in the
Easterns the following Saturday,
October 30. Jon Sendor finished
strongly, shooting past his team-
mate Howe on the last stretch of
the course to take 100th. Howe
followed four seconds later. A total
of 127 runners entered the race.
With only one meet remaining
this season, the cross country team
has a record of three wins and
seven losses. All the coaches have
been very encouraged by the
improvement made by the team
and feel that the experience gained
this season will provide a solid
foundation for next year's team.
The final meet will be at home
this Wednesday, November 10 at
4:00.
HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per hour while on
vacation or on weekend."
$3 plus 500 postageand handling.
The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 33401
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Sports
Lord Jeffc Bow To Bants 24-17
by The Chief
Last Saturday the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst strutted on to Jesse Field
to engage the Bantams in their next
to last game of the already
successful season. Amherst, al-
ways a rugged opponent in the
past, slipped to a depressing 2 and
5 record following a heartbreaking
loss to the powerhouse '76 Ban-
tams. The 24-17 victory upped
Trin's mark to 6-1 with a final
match next Saturday at Wesleyan.
The Jeffs jumped right out at
the Bants early in the game as a
25-yard field goal and a 27-yard
pass interception made the score
10-0 at the end of the first quarter.
However, in the second quarter,
Trinity came back. Senior quarter-
back John Gillespie scrambled left
and hit his favorite target, senior
split-end Tommy Lines, racing over
the middle. The fleet-footed Lines
simply outran the Amherst de-
fensive backs as he angled his way
towards the red flag. The nifty pass
and run sent the huge homecoming
crowd reeling as expectations of a
Bantam comeback mounted in the
stands. But, a 19-yard Amherst TD
pass made the margin 17-7. But,
this was to be an afternoon for the
Blue and Gold. Gillespie climaxed a
58-yard scoring surge with a
one-yard QB sneak which ended
halftime with the score 17-14.
A scoreless third quarter led to
a thrilling fourth. In this stanza, the
Bants finally took the lead as
Tommy Lines (who else?) riddled
the Amherst secondary as he
snagged a prodigious 58-yard
scoring pass from a rifle-armed
sophomore quarterback Mike Foye.
The final insult was added when
sophomore Bill McCandless (who
hit on three extra poiiKs) nailed a
33-yard field goal with seven
minutes to play. Senior Tony
Trivella's interception in the wan-
ing minutes of the game snatched
away any chance of an Amherst
victory. The final score once again
Bants 24, Jeffs 17.
Bants notes—Defensively, the
Bantams front seven (seniors Don
Grabowski, Rick Uluski, John
Griglun, Mike Leverone, junior
"Moose" Poulin and sophs Barry
Dorfman and Joe Delano) held
Amherst to a mere 67-yards
rushing.,.The offensive line had
one of their better days as seniors
Dave Corattit, Tom Barker, Mark
Stern and junior Karl Herbst, John
Doldorian and Tommy Heffernan
led the charge...A slap in the face
to this reporter for neglecting to
mention to work of linebackers
senior John Brocato and junior Jim
Leone who both filled in admirably
for the injured Joe Delano last
week versus Coast Guard...Tommy
Lines, this corner's choice for a
berth in the All-New England team
had another outstanding day as he
snagged five passes for 180 yards




The Trin booters swept two
stunning victories from Coast
Guard and Amherst last week to
insure a winning season for the
first time in seven years. Shea and
Madding each tallied twice as Trin
improved its record to an impres-
sive 7-3-i.
Trinity traveled down to New
London expecting a tough match
with a highly touted Coast Guard
and came away with a surprisingly
easy 4-1 victory. The Bants scored
quickly as Zan Harvey passed to
Greg Madding in front of the goal
and Madding headed in the first
goal at 2:06. Strong defense by
fullbacks Dodge, McGrath, Meyer,
Pearsall, and Sokolov thwarted
several Coast Guard efforts. Trin
added another goal at 15:22 as the
Clown Prince of Soccer, Duffy
Shea, tallied on a goalie fumble.
Fourteen minutes .later, ~- Sturm
ended Trinity's hope for a shut-out
in a mix-up in front of the goal.
Senior wings Shea and Harvey
quickly responded with an insur-
ance goal as Duffer drove baseline
and set up Zan for the third goal at
31:05.
Despite a half-time score of 3-1,
Coach Shults emphasized that "We
can't coast against the Coasties,"
With that in mind, the Bants
played aggressive ball and scored
the final goal of the day at 79:11 on
Duffy's penalty kick. Robie pro-
ceeded to empty the bench and the
subs played well in preserving the
4-1 win.
Fine midfield play was created
by Thomas, Klodder, and Lenahan
while goalkeeper Waugh regis-
tered another superlative day in the
nets with twenty saves.
Before a large Homecoming
Day crowd of friends, family, and
former Trinitarians, Trinity took
on a talented Amherst squad that
schedules UConn, Middlebury, and
Dartmouth. This was the final
home game for seniors Shea,
Harvey, McGrath, Sokolov, Moore,
and Heppe and was also their last
chance to defeat Amherst after
failing for three years,
The Trinity Varsity had not
defeated Amherst since 1969 but
this winless skein was soon to be
broken. The Bants played superb
soccer with a consistently cohesive
attack featuring tight defense and
explosive offense. Greg Madding
peppered the goal with shots,
hitting the post twice, and was
robbed by a spectacular play by the
opponents' goalie. The fullbacks
completely stymied Amherst's star
lineman, Greg Best and kept the
ball in the offensive half of the
field. Trinity's goal came out about
midway through the first half as
Kluger chipped the ball to Mad-
ding in front of the goal and he
headed it over to the goalie for a 1-0
lead.
In the second half, the Bants
fell briefly into a defensive shell
but broke out with several fine
opportunities. These were cli-
maxed by Blair Heppe's "how-
itzer" which carommed off the left
post. Al Waugh turned in his "play
of the year" and saved the game by
smothering a breakaway that would
have tied the score. Solid mid-field
quarterbacking by Aaron Thomas
enabled Trinity to hold on and win
their seventh game of the seaon
and second in a row.
The soccer team would like to
thank everyone for the fine turnout
and also the Cook Eight for
supplying refreshments. The final
regular season game is tomorrow at
Wesleyan. This game could be for a
tournament bid and Wesleyan
always turns out a decent crowd.
Try to make the half hour ride—the
game should be a good one!
The wrestling season has be-
gun. Anyone interested in coming
out for the team is urged to attend
practice any weekday afternoon at
4:00 in the wrestling room, Ferris
Athletic Center or get in touch with
Bob Friedman at 728-9704 or D-ive
Coratti at 247-3216.
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Senior S.E. Tommy Lines successfully breaks away from Lord Jeff pursuers en route to his first of two
touchdowns in last Saturday's Homecoming tilt. The Bantams edged the Lord Jeffs 24-17.
who continues to play brilliantly
since cracking the starting line-up,
picked off an Amherst pass in the
fourth quarter to help ice the game
for the Bantams. Next week, the
Bantams travel to Middletown to
take on the Cardinals of Wesleyan
in the final game of the year. A 7-1
Bantam season rides in the out-
come. Advance tickets are on sale
in the Athletic office for $2.00 each.
Count on a super-charged Wes-
leyan team to come out smoking as
they try to erase the memory of last
Saturday's loss to another under-
dog Williams squad. Game time;
1:30.
Frosh End Season 4-1
by Richard Stevenson
The Freshman Football team
finished its season with an im-
pressive 4-1 record last week as
they won one and lost one in the
f i n a l w e e k o f t h e i r s e a s o n , '<:••••
The Baby Bants opened their
busy week on Monday, Nov. 1, by
edging out the University of New
Haven 7-0 in a defensive battle. •
Once again it was excellent play
by the Trinity defensive squad that
won the game. They surrendered
just 92- yards to the New Haven
offense en route to their second
consecutive shutout. Defensive
tackle Jeff Mather, who spent most
of the afternoon in the UNH
backfield, and linebacker John
O'Brien played especially good
games.
Trinity had a scoring opportun-
ity at the outset of the game when
UNH fumbled at their own 29 yard
line on the first play from scrim-
mage after the opening kickoff.
But the offense failed to move, and
the attempted'"field"' goal was
blocked.
New Haven took over and
quickly picked up a first down. The
defense then tightened, but New
Haven drove the Bants "back deep
into their own territory with a
surprising quick kick on third
down. Corherback Mark Leavitt
alertly handled the punt, but was
immediately tackled on the Trin 18
yard line.
Trin again failed to move the
ball and was forced to punt. This
pattern was repeated several times
by both teams as their respective
defensive squads dominated the
game.
The Bants finally broke through
mid-way through the second quar-
ter when they put together a 54
yard drive behind the running of
Jim Rickert and Barry Bucklin, who
capped the drive with an 11 yard
sweet to put Trin on the score-
board. Tom Hernquist split the
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Senior Docks Dave Teichiuann, Jim Bradt, goalie Frank Grabelich
exhibiting the total concentration which carried them to the top.
uprights on the extra point try, and
Trinity had all the points they
needed.
The Bantams were given a
scare early in the second half when
UNH apparently scored on a long
run. But the play was called back
on a penalty. New Haven later
drove to within 16 yards of the
Trinity goal line, but was denied by
the Big D of Trinity. The Bants
then drove 83 yards to the 1 yard
line of New Haven, but couldn't get
into the endzone. Neither team
could sustain a drive from there on,
and the game ended with Trinity on
top 7-0.
The final game of the season
was a different story as a fired up
Amherst team rolled over the Bants
37-12.
The Bants didn't get on the
Scoreboard until the final moments
of the game when Bucklin broke a
kickoff return for six points.
Minutes later Jim Folz went in on a
long run to cut the gap to 37-12, but
their was not time left for a further
Trinity comeback.
Trinity had several good drives
in the first half stalled by untimely |
penalties or turnovers. Good run-
ning by halfbacks Jon Olear and j
David Houle kept the Bantam
offense moving, but they failed to
score.
The Lord Jeffs of Amherst \
displayed a well-balanced, con-
sistent attack, and scored on
several long drives. Amherst led
13-0 at the half, and held a 37-0
advantage well into the fourth
quarter.
The Trinity defense showed
only flashes of the game they
usually play, as when they held
Amherst on the four plays from
within the 1 yard line. The offense
was hurt by consistently bad field
position and bad playing condi-
tions,.which caused many fumbles
and dropped passes.
By finishing the season at 4-l*»!
the Bants added another winning J
season to Coach Chet McPhcc's
long streak of successes. It has
been over 10 years since he
coached a losing Freshman Foot-
ball tt\<ni. and he has had -1
undcfejteu •>(.,, uns in that span.
